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ABSTRACT

This study grew fro© the author’s interest in museum work
end the problems of finding information for exhibits on the lives of
the common people of an ores*

After the topic of dining equipage and

furnishings was chose, inventories and wills recorded In Isle of Wight
County, Virginia in the period 1743-1752 were selected for intensive
study.
The wills and inventories» supplemented by other records of
the county and one of its parishes, revealed Isle of Wight as a quiet
community, little concerned with events outside its limits, yet actively
engaged in the tasks typical of a self-contained economy*
The study of dining equipage revealed that most of these
/
people lived in modest circumstances but with some attention to the social
amenities and to changing styles.

Almost everyone had spoons, plates,

tables, chairs, and drinking vessels, and most estates also contained
knives and forks, some serving pieces, and at least a few specialty or
luxury items.

Surviving pieces helped greatly in identifying the objects

mentioned In the Inventories.
Comparison with a study of inventories In rural England reveals
that dining equipage not only gives testimony to the way of life of the
people studied, but also provides one Index of the shades of difference
among peoples of generally similar backgrounds•
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COLONIAL DINING EQUIPAGE AND FURNISHINGS
AS REVEALED IN ISLE OF WIGHT COUNTY RECORDS
1743-1732

INTRODUCTION

Having an Interest is how the common people of Virginia lived,
sad seriously considering a careeer in museum work, X was Intrigued
whan the question was raised of how the curator learns about the details
of daily tontine- in the lives of ordinary people*

In discussions with

ay thesis advisor, the point was made that many aspects of social history
of interest to museum* have never been investigated systematically by
students of local history*

finally, after an informal survey of the
i

source materials available for such a study, 1 decided to pose a hypo
thetical curstoriel problem and attempt to solve it historically*
When the curator of a small museum decides to set up an exhibit
on eighteenth-century dining in his region, where does he go for information?
There are many hooks on antiques showing beautiful tables set with costly
silver and china from wealthy homes*

Eighteenth-century courtesy books,

which were very popular in America, offer hints on what was considered
1
proper social behavior*
Still other books also contemporary to the
period, like I* Smith’s The Complect Housewife, which had reached its
*l*v*8th •41K10B by 17*2, and £ & Modern M«thod si **»ul*tto* m i MimtM.
a Table* which appeared in 1750, give bills of fare, suggest menus, and
show diagrams of the conventional arrangement of serving dishes*
curator, however, these books have one serious ilmitstieni

To the

none of them

Arthur M. Schl«.ing«r, to hi* Uoroitut SSSt ££ MteBBUL A
Historical ftudv of American Etiquette Books (Hew fork, Macmillan Company,
194b) presents an excellent study of these books*
t

3
includes Individual place stltingi and rules for table service*

The

earliest exposition of thsso natters that t toned in m American library
1. itob.rt Bobarta’ S & goay. H b b M - * 3a.EtS.tgg • • • . p«*H«had ta
Boston in 1827.

the author was an old man retiring from bis position

as butler, and recording a lifetime of experience with the conventions of
table service*

for ibis reason, bis booh to seme degree supplement* the

diagrams of serving dishes.
M l these boohs bate direct relevance only to the lives of tbs
well-to-do but are useful for determining contemporary standards of
taste*

Of course, common people owned neither the books nor tbs equipment

they recommend, but presumably everyone followed the styles of bis time
as best be could.
The best clue to bow well be was able to follow the style is
a list of bis dining equipage and furnishings • Inventories of personal
estates provide such lists*

In colonial Virginia it was customary to make

an inventory of the personal estate on the death of the householder*

The

county court ordered the inventory and it was returned to the clerk* and
recorded along with the other county records*

While this listing was

supposed to Include an estimate of value, thus making it an appraisal, such
2
an appraisal was not always made.
By the eighteenth century, the county clerk usually kept a
separate book for wills mid inventories • This arrangement was especially

The two terms were used interchangeably, as they will be in
this study* The term "appraisers* was used for the men making the Inventory
or the appraisal*

4

useful to iso because the will often supplements the inventory*

In eoaie

casts article* especially veined by the testator were specifically
bequeathed bet do not appear in the inventory, presumably becattse the heirs
had already received then*

Furthermore, the article la often described

store clearly in the will than in the inventory*
These boohs of wills and inventories, uoiifea boohs on antiques,
have not been widely used by curators because they lech pictures or lavish
descriptions, and to fill In the curious gays one needs a certain amount
of training in historical method*
be missing.

Basic items like tables and chairs will

In such cases, the items probably were grouped as ^lumber,11

had been removed from the house before the Inventory, were in a section
of the inventory since lost, or were inadvertantly omitted by the appraiser
or overlooked by the county clerk as he copied the inventory*
there are other important limitations to county records*

Invent

ories were only lists of items in the personal estate at the time the
inventory was made*

articles given away before death, and those taken

before the appraisers arrived, would not appear*
in bulb*

Often items were listed

at times such a term as "parcel of old lusher*9 was used to refer

to a miscellany of old and relatively worthless goods*

More commonly,

metal items were weighed and appraised at so much per pound, and silver
at so much par ounce*

this lumping of items means chat Interesting or

significant articles are not always apparent to the reader of the inventory*
While in some counties appraisal was usually by room, this was
not always the case*

4s a result, one cannot know, for example, which of

the tables and chairs listed were used in dining*

4 similar situation

3
•slat* for bowls, basins «sd other items that could tun* boom used for
cooking» washing* and ether fioo-dining functions.

When rooms or* given*

they provide some estimate of tito sir* of tbo house* and thus the standard
of living of the occupants#
In roofing tbo inventories, out most also remember that tbo
appraisers were mot trained specialists but neighbors of tbo dtedusd ordered
by the court to carry out certain duties#

this lack of special traimimg

influenced* of course, their descriptions and valuation#.
Despite all the limitation* of the county will and Inventory
books, they remain a basic source* in which a curator cam learn nest of
the reliable details be needs for an exhibit# a slide talk, a formal report*
or the answer to a research query*

because of the nature of the source*

however* tbs method which the curator uses becomes of great importance#
After 1 chose the topic of celestial dining equipage and furnish
ings* my first problem was to select a basic set of records to use,

to

avoid the unusual conditions produced by the French and Indian War and the
Revolution* and to present a society after it had outgrown frontier
austerities* 1 decided to concentrate my study on mid-century Virginia.
Isle of Wight County was selected because most of its people were snail
farmers* who have escaped the attention of students concerned with the
development of political leadership and economic policy.

Book 5* Wills

and Inventories * covered the period 1745-1731$ to round out a decade X
used Book 4* fro* 1743-1745*
In selecting specific inventories and appraisals to be copied*
X made a conscious effort to get a representative cross-section of

A
Individual* with respect to wealth, economic and social status in the
totality9 and general background.

Fifty-seven inventories and appraisals ,

or thirty percent of the total of approximately 180 for the tea year
period vara chosen for study.

They were selected with the idea of so

sampling the available materials that the conclusions reached from the
sample would he the seas as if all the estates were studied,

appraisals

were preferred to Inventories* but a few of the latter were chosen to fill
the gaps and Illustrate significant items missing from appraisals,

family

relationships received special attention — the ttasheys and Hickses, for
example — with the expectation of illustrating something of the unity
and continuity of Virginia family connections; but with the realisation
that In the short period under study, little continuity could be seen.
Women1s estates were selected in approximately the same proportion to all
woman’s inventories as the fifty-seven bore to the total for the period.
In addition to all items possibly related to dining, certain
other classes of materials were listed to provide a general basis for
comparison.

Because there are no colonial Quit-Rent Soils extant after

1104*170$. land holdings — the usual standard of wealth — could not be
ascertained.
were computed*

4s a substitute, the number of Hegro slaves and livestock
Since the Inventories for this period were not listed by

room, the else of the home itself had to be estimated in another way*

The

number of beds is usually given, and when I compared them with articles
associated with dining, 1 was able to make a rough judgment of style of
living.

A house with ten bads, for example, and only two spoons suggests

a crowded household with little interest in the social amenities.

Chi the

7
ether hand* a house with six beds and twelve silver spoons suggests a
family of normal social standards*
to copying the appraisals* standard transcription procedures
were followed*3

to order to classify the material for oemparieea, the fifty-seven
selected estates were divided late four levels of wealth*

The criteria

used included total personal wealth where established by the appraisers»
personal estate exclusive of eagres* and stock, general household goods,
and the presence or absence of luxury goods*

Because of the nature of the

appraisals, the final groupings at tines seen to show inconsistencies,
with a person in a lower group having greater total wealth then an individual
in a higher one*

On estate with a relatively low appraisal* hut contain*

leg luxury items indicating a higher standard of living was examined
further for omission* that night explain the low total evaluation*

If

such omissions ware found* 1 nowed the classification up one bracket* The
terns used to designate the four levels are **rlch*rt "upper-middle*M "tamer*
middle*'* and; ttpoor.f‘ The nonetary range for each is rich;

f&GQ~S50*

upper-middlei

14-70.

1280-390* lower-middle3 156-155, and poor:

These groupings were then used to construct a series of charts,
which appear as Appendix 8* Here Individual items in the Inventories are
arranged to form a convenient summary and at the same time to serve as

An excellent* and readable; essay on this subject is to be found
in Julian F. Boyd *t al,.* eds«,
Papers of ffoqyga. Jefferson (1? vela* to
date, Princeton, 1950- )* I, xxv~tx*

s
m

lode*.
Xo order to remove the Xala of Might material from- a vactwaa

of locality* X compared wf concluaioc* with thoee of the English historian
Froacla W. St**r in W « ?jgg SBS. Cott«8« J i n m mfa*. S£ BI.4rgEfftS. 1§3S=_

17*9.

CHAPTBIl I
isle of m m r w m n t

social asd z m m m c c o m m o n s

While ssventesnth-eentury tele of Wight shared the excitement
end importance of the early settlement, by the eighteenth century it had
become a quiet agricultural backwater.

Because the large areae of swamp

and a sandy or clayey soil produced a poor grade of tobacco, there ware
no large plantations with elegant homes such as those that are the chief
attraction of today’s historic tours*

The county’s position on the "wrong**

side of the dames Hirer, away from the centers of political and social
activity, was made more isolated by the state of comtunicatIons across
the wide river.

As a result of these natural conditions, Isle of Wight

was an area of small self-contained farms.
Information on its agriculture, as well as other characteristics,
can he deduced from the evidence found in the county records,

Tobacco

was an important crop and Doctor Thomas Willis was appointed "Inspector
of Tobacco at Waiawright’s Warehouse** in 1747/8.1 Cotton, potatoes, wheat,
and c o m were also cultivated*

Livestock included poultry, geese, sheep,

cattle, and the pigs long associated with the area, while horses and
oxen were used for transportation and work.

The general agricultural

nature of the county la reflected by the fact that all but three inventories
(J. Fulgham, T, Atkinson, W. williams) Hat some quantity of stock, and

*Iale of Wight County Records, Order Book, 1744*1751, 75*

w
these three are Atypical in many particulars*
The Inventories alto show the widespread use of Hegro labor,
for, aside front aba poorest group* only tbrea estates failed to m o t ion
slaves in siattar tbs inventory or ths will*

Holdings ranged front one

to twenty-one * with four to eight siarea tbs aost eonaoft, bat this
number incited children sad old people, as wall as tbs m m and women
able to work la ths fields.
billIs various farmers owned shoeRaking, weaving, or carpentering
tools* ths only indication of an artisan depending on his craft for bis
livelihood is the csss of Thoaas Atkinson* who was probably a tailor*
Generally, Shat a m m could not asks far himself, or buy froa a neighbor,
ha would purchase froa one of the ships that cans up-river to trada at
one of ths wharves in the county*
Except far sending their two burgesses to Williamsburg, Xsla
of Wight’s Inhabitants ware not actively Involved la the workings of the
colonial government*

If there was a trained lawyer la ths county, ha

did not die in ths period under consideration.

Of course, there were

the usual county officials one of whoa, — John Sts&merrell, who was
2
appointed a Justice in 1742 — died In 1744*
While travel outside the county was unusual, there were ordinaries
to sccoaaodate travelers in the locality*

ths inventory of Hobart ticks

lists seventy-three chairs, far more than any other estate, and leads

2MJournala of the Council of Virginia in Executive Sessions,
1737-1763” c a t asafato n & m J m M a i m a a *s£ s,tagmte>
»
363*

11

t® the assumption that he kept an ordinary.

This impression is supported

by the amounts of pewtet and earthenware be owned, as wall as an unusually
largo number of knives, forks, spoons, iron pots, and beds*

The explanation

Skat Kicks was a wealthy planter with facilities for practicing typical
Virginia hospitality could also he offered; hat the absence of any mention
of him la a vestry hook, deed hook, or genealogical atody weighs heavily
against the assumption that he enjoyed gentry status.
Another Ricks — Abraham — owxied thirty-eight chairs hot lacked
the large stock of hods, had linen, and tableware of Robert*

he did,

however, have a large aw®tint of pewter totalling 144 1/2 pounds*
little Is known shoot Abraham Ricks*

Again,

Neither Ricks mentioned the other

In his will, hot the abundance of household goods, and the common last
name strongly suggest some relationship of both blood mad occupation.
Perhaps Abraham had operated an ordinary which he later turned over to
Robert, keeping some of the worn-out furnishings for his own wee*

Such a

situation could explain Abraham* s three old table* and eighteen or more
old,"broke ,M and "brat" (burst?} chairs.
While trained medical men were uncommon in the colony, the
consistent use of the term "Doctor” when referring to Thomas Willis
suggests that he had some formal medical training*

The Vestry of Newport

Parish recognised his ability to treat the sick, for on several occasions
they ordered that Willis be paid from five hundred to 145? pounds of
tobacco for ^attendance** on or medicine for various people in the pariah**

^Newport Parish, Isle of Wight County, Vestry Book 1724-1772,
84, 128, 164.
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X*i Isle of Wight, o« in oil the counties of colonial Virginia;,
religion ployed an Important pare In the lives of the people*

the

Anglican Church was the established church of the colony* hut other
sects* such as Quaker*« were tolerated*

there say have been Quakers in

Isle of flight* for a petition of the "Society ceiled Quakers In Virginia”
requesting exemption from perish levies was signed by one Abraham Kicks
of IsU of Wight County la 1738.4
While the vestry hook for Hewpett Parish reveals that a minister
use not always In residence, there may have been an unfrocked minister
among the Anglicans of Isle of night*

The Hr. James Pedln whose Inventory

is Included In this study asked in his will to he hurled nat or in the
s
Brick Church of the Isle of Wight County,1* He may have been the Reverend
Hr* Pedln removed fro® his parish in Amelia County seven years before
the death of James Pedin.

In meetings of the Virginia Council in 1741

and 1742* charges of "many Immoralities as Bruakenaess* Profane Swearing
4 Lewd & Debauched actions” were heard from the Vestry of Hottoway Parish*
Amelia County* against their minister* the Reverend Hr. Pedln* and the
6
Commissary was ordered to remove him from the parish*
The tentative
Identification of the two men as one and the same must remain conjectural.

4"Qu*k*r*’ Petition" (Wlllli.
Mag,tin,. XCT, July, 1*05), 25.

to *

Moct Coll*** Quorterlv BUtorlcl

SX*1« of Wight County Seeorda, Will, on* Inventorio, #5, 17451752, 198* Burial within the church was traditionally reserved for
ministers* See Bishop William Meade* Old Churches. Ministers and yamllles
of Virginia <2 vole** Philadelphia* n.d* [circa 18551)* X* 302.
^Journals of the Council of Virginia*” 374, 377*

13
7
supported by the negative evidence in relevant contemporary records.
Whatever Hr* Podia9s association with the Church, less important
officials as men of some responsibility and social standing in the
religious life of the community can he identified*

two church wardens

of Isle of Wight County (Thomas Smith, John Pavia) died during the decade
under consideration,

the Newport Vestry lost its clerk also during this

decade — Joseph Weston, who held the position for the Prick Church from
1733 until shortly before his death in 1730*

for performing the duties

of clerk, which included keeping parish records, informing the authorities
of weddings, christenings, and burials, and keeping the minutes of the
S
0
vestry, he received one thousand pounds of tobacco yearly*
In the records of disbursements for charitable causes may be
seen the community*s active concern for the welfare of its own members*
John Fulgham, for example, received E9 in both 172? and 1728 from the
in
vestry “for keeping Mary Jackson the year*”
Mary was probablyan

7
The case is not mentioned In the correspondence of the Commissary
with the Bleitop of London (Lambeth Palace Papers), and the Amelia County
Seconds (Deed Book #1, 1734-1743, Deed Book #2, 1742-1747, Hill Book #1,
1734-1761, Hill Book #2, 1761-1771) have no record of Pedln selling or
buying land, or of his death. Varied spellings of the minister's name
include Hedln sad Judin (Edvard Lewis Goodwin, The Colonial Church in
Virginia; With Biographical Sketches a± £h& Pi£S& M s Bishops o£ Mt*
Diocese si Virginia: & £ Other Historical Papers.;, toacRh,ey, with. Brief
Biographical Sketches s£ £b& Colonial, C.lergy. of. Xla&n.lft (Milwaukee, 1927 ,
298)- and Pedler (Meade, Old Churches of Virginia. I, 302).
^ugh Jones, Sss. £ts»aat §J.a.t.C- Si ytotefft • • • t edited by
Richard L. Merton (Chapel Bill, 1956), 226.
9
Newport Parith, Isle of Wight County, Vestry Book, 1724-1772,
71-132*
l0Ibi£., 27 , 39.

Indigene widen ©r an orphan without est estate, and in giving her a tie**
Fulgham obtained ©owe additional income which hemay have needed*
William Williams, whose appraisal shewsan estate worth only
14*3*10, received charity for some time before his death*

4s early as

1734 the vestry ordered **$© Will© Manggam & Wm Williams 1300 [pounds
11
tobacco],
which was probably charity* after Williams * death, Thomas
Cosar received t$ for having boarded him, and Arthur Joses received nine
hundred pounds of tobacco and 16 over five yearsfor boarding his child*

12

the county records also reveal something ofthe level of education
In the county.
names,

Seventeen of the twenty-nine making wills signed their

the correlation between literacy and economic standing is suggested

In the fact that only one of the sin In the poorest group who made wills
signed his own name (Robert Lawrence).

Although five women left wills,

only Sarah Hollowell signed more than her mark*

With all this evidence

of relative literacy, la only three cases was there definite evidence of
formal schooling*

In addition to Doctor Thomas Willis, Nicholas Hiller

and John Davis seam to have attended school, for both were listed as
owing fifty pounds of tobacco for three months of schooling la the account
13
of Thomas Proud, whose will was proved 9 August, 1698*
Both men later
held positions of responsibility in the county £ Miller as surveyor of

U Ibld.. 69.
12Ibtd.. 149-130.

13"X*l* *9 Bight County Records" (WilUja
HSSX
&»£!$£&
Historical Maaasitia* VII, April, 1893), 2301 "Education la Colonial
Vlrjlni* ( a n i t a a « a i HfflO. C * U * r * OwtcrlT Historic*! M«ft*clfl*_,. VI,
July, 1897), 3.

15

the road,

14

i§
and navis as church warden. Beth left relatively large

e*tetea«
Traditionally* the early Isle of Wight settlers came free# Bristol
end ether pieces la the weetera part of England.

14

While the names of

the settler# do net reveal their enact origins* what la more English than
Chesnutt, Davis* Brewer* Johnson* Miller, Beavill* or Wrightf

William

Williams could have been Walsh and M a r t Scott a Scot* hat there is net
a single name that does not suggest origin In the British Isles#

Such

names are only one more indication that these were Englishmen* living
in a county named for a part of England* doing English things in English
ways* and preserving their English heritage* yet at the same time finding
it modified by the ways of a new world.

The records heighten the Impression

of a county of obscure people* active within their own neighborhood*
carrying out the many duties any society imposes#

Their customs may seem

strange or even primitive to people accustomed to the complexities of
modem life* but closer study shows them to be well-suited to an agrarian*
rather self-sufficient society.

^Isle of tight County Records * Order Booh* 1744-1752* 115.
*Newport Pariah* Isle of Wight County* Pastry Booh* 1724-1772*
64.
*f**tsle of Wight County Records,” 212s John Bennett Saddle,
Seventeenth Century Isle &£ Wight; 4 history &£, the County g£ Isje
Vjjg&t,
Virginia d u r i n g t h & S e m n t e e n t H g g n | p j x l a c l p i l m afe?.fX»££& Si Ski. satffijai
IteSfe (Chicago* 1938)* 204.
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TABLES
the rnnbcf of t«^l«« maid ranged fro* none (thirteen cases)
to eight (two eases)• tho thirteen inventories where no table ««t listed
raises the question of how those people ste —
the floor*

standing op or sitting on

It seems most likely thet they did own tables bet that these,

as sell as ether items, are sot apparent because of tbs 1imitations of
the inventories •
While many tables were net Identified as to fora or composition#
or mere listed merely as old, enough mere described to preside a certain
amount of information on the types c o m m at this time#
Oral tables mere the most frequently listed type, and comprised
1
twenty of the forty-one described by shape*
the majority of these
belonged to people classified as rich or lower-middle*

However, while all

four in the rich group bad oval tables, five of the twenty in the lower**
middle group owned them*
Only one round table was mentioned, alia it was in a will (William
Daughtry) rather than as inventory*

It is interesting to compare the

however, Comstock says gete-ieg and drop-leaf tables were the
most popular types in the southern colonies* Helen Camstook, "furniture
of Virginia, Worth Carolina, Georgia, and Kentucky»n(antiques« LXII,
January, 19521 93.
id

17
frequency of round and aval tables with the suggestions of Martha Bradley
In liar British housewife. published la London about 1770.

Generally*

aba endorsed the trend* preference far round or oral tables instead of
tha traditional English square or rectangular ones.

In bar opinion aba

trench had ’’vastly aba advantage la aba disposing mud placing their
Entertainment*” While aba found it area that Wwe fit more conveniently*'*
yet "thara cannot ba Beauty la strait lines** mid ’’the fora of aba 'fable
compels us to aaa aba Dishes la the seme Manner* that the people may
*
bare Boom far their Plates* and thus all becomes ungraceful.
Whatever
bar personal preference* Hra. Bradley’s table settings included arrange*a
moots for all shapes and siaes of tables.
Square tables were also listed rather frequently* again mainly
a
among the rich and lower-middle groups*
the only long table mentioned
(<1* Jordan) was in a lower-middle home* while the upper-middle group
seems to have bad a monopoly on •’falling* or gate-leg tables*

the latter*

however* probably ware not used for dining*
Two binds of tables pose Interesting problems of identification*
fas tables will be discussed mors fully in connection with tea sets*
John Sunmerrell,a folding table worth fifteen shillings could have bean
a gate-leg* tucb-a-way* comer* or tilt top table but any more definite

*Martha Bradley* The British Housewife . . . (3 vole., London,
{circa 1770))* I, #0-70.
70-71.
P«rt of eii* pr.doaiin.iic. of tablo .h.p.* «om* tha lo*.r-aiddlo
group may be due to the more general descriptions of tables among this
group* while the upper-middle Inventories just list "tables", or have several
of one type. In addition* the lower-middle sampling is almost twice as
large as the upper-middle group.

18

identification is impossible*
Only rarely was a table described by both shape and wood*
black walnut* cedar* piss mod mahogany tables a m mentioned.

Walnut,

At least

tom Isis of Wlghter* it* Mills, I* havreaee) tied mahogany tables.5
Probably m a t of this wood* os ths tables nod* from it* «#* imported
ftoo gagleud or Philadelphia*

Walnut could have bean of either local or

English origin, utilis pins sad seder sots both native to Virginia*

Hapis*

also of American origin* see not memfieaed In connection with table# bat
did describe a chair <A. licks).

Surprisingly, there sea no motion of

GOSrTjr*•
OffAfUf
Chairs sore described by composition* with only too listed
according to shape*

these ears the ara chair# of John Summerrell and

M a r t Ricks* both relatively well-to-do non*

While there ears probably

eons other a m theirs in. these boms* the majority were aide chair# lacking
arms*

Usually these mere of the slat-back variety*

that many of them had ‘’flag* or rush seats*

the rushes vein related in

a cord* and then tied from each side Into the center*
seats* and possibly backs also* of cane*

Bis Inventories reveal

Other chairs had

both flag sad cane chairs could

have bees made more comfortable through the use of cushions *

s
this contrast# sharply srith the statement by Paul ft* Burroughs
that mahogany was first used in American furniture in 1750* feel ft*
Burroughs * Southern Antiques (Richmond* 1831)* 14*
8
T*t CsMtoek a*ntloo» It* fraquant u**.
of Virginia," Si.

CoMteefc, "furnttur*

If

Leather chairs were also common.

These usually had both backs

sag seats of leather» bold in place sag decorated by large tacks*

In

addition to those described simply as being of leather, thraa kinds of
leather m m

spacifically mentioned*

Abraham licks oilled his **10 Sew

Russia Leather €hairsH to his daughter Mourning Jordan.

Russia leather

was *a eery durable leather made of skins impregnated with oil distilled
I
froa btrchbark.” This leather had a distinctive grain and a eery
pleasant odor*

ia the eighteenth century, this process was used only in

Russia sad by one scenery near Peris, so that these chairs * or at least
the leather for thaw* were of neither Virginian nor English origin*
“English leather** was tanned in England* “Virginia leather** in the colony.®
It is Interesting to speculate on how the appraisers distinguished between
the two types.
Sows interesting conclusions on chair ownership bacons apparent*
Holy the upper classes had cane chairs, but leather and flag were consen
materials for chairs among all groups*

Old chairs were, present In all

but the wealthiest hone, but the definition of what was “old1* night
well hare varied among appraisers*
While lumbers of chairs varied greatly, with ten fnellies seemingly
having neither chairs nor benches or stools* and wealthy sen having as
many as twenty~elght, there seems to be sons degree of relationship between

7H a » fiUsasfl i s a M f e a & * M . ° « g x < » **»*••

«n, m .

g

1 am grateful to Hr* Raymond Townsend of the Colonial Williamsburg
Research Department for this information on tanned leathers*
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the maker of chairs owned and relative flstaciai position,

There «r«t

of c o « m » txct^iioftii like (korgt father and Richard Webb with total
of only *38-40 but eight chairs aaeh, and doba idwards with an
estate of 1112*9 *2 and no chairs*

6«&«rtU|, thow^# the number of chairs

out ba correlated with llaaaeial m o u r n s , with a taagd of from
seventeen each for tha two la fba wealthiest group to tbraa aaeh for tba
poorest persons.
SEHCHES

ah #

STOOLS

there ara far references in tba inventories to otbar forms of
seating, except battohaa, fonts (backless benches or elongated ttools),
and stools.

Again excluding tha two Rickses, who bad tba only such

furniture among tha rich, nona of thaaa seem to h«wt bean w y COSOSOS*
Among tha poor* only William Tags bad a Mparaal of Tables A Stools,w and
they vara worth only four shillings*

So one except Arthur fureal1, who

had thraa benches and six stools, had wore than one its* of say of this
furniture, another Indication of its scarcity*
STORAGE
tha plates, bowlst utensils, and other items of dining equipment
had to ba stored but it is eery difficult to determine where these things
ware kept*
Trunks were mentioned so frequently that they ware included in
Idle abstracts only whan found in conjunction with dining equipage.

Keen

these, however, were most likely to ba used for travel and storage of
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clothing or seldom used thing** rather thin those in constant non*
A few chests were listed.
rectangular shorn*

These m m

loo nondon pieces* of

they could hews been rough-hewn or cults ornate*

Again* they worn probably used for storage of linens* or
rarely used*
In only too cases (tI. Daughtry and J* bright) m m cupboards
listed*

Stnar described cupboards as "either of too open tiers ♦ * * *

or else with the lower tier enclosed by doors and the upper fitted with
snail recessed cupboards leering a shelf for cups or other articles*"
9

and the nest likely containers for plates, cups* and dishes*

Perhaps

they m m sot sere frequently mentioned because they were built into many
hones*
t*Bi£ m m
fable linen was used by nid-sightesnth-csntury Isle of Wight
residents* but chiefly by the upper class*
four inventories listed table linen,

Among the rich* two of the

the exceptions were Robert Ricks

of the nasty chairs and Robert ©river* whose appraisal shows many curious
gaps*

Anong the tipper-middle group, nine of the eleven had table linens*

Bare a curious situation emerge* with seven of the nine inventories
listing two tablecloths each*

Perhaps two was a common amount to own

since it provided for one in use and one in the wash*

Tha proverbial

third in the drawer would be less necessary in a day When cloths were
not used for every meal*

The nuabors of napkins vary a great deal more*

9trmcla ». Stur, Uro jai Cottw Xa.wt.rUt
11SMI49 (Chelmsford* Bssex* England* 1950), IS*

g£HU-B****,

with no apparent relationship to the maker of table cloths*
Only eleven lower class inventories listed table linens* with
all but one of these (S. Seavill) in the lower-middle group*

Generally,

these people lied fewer napkins* although three m m owned five or six
each.
Abraham aides had six table cloths, wore than anyone else* but
no napkins*

The others having table cloths but no napkins (M* Miller*

J. Padia) had only one or two cloths*

In every other case, where table

cloths were present there were also napkins*

Of course* “napkins” may

not always have referred to Items used to wipe the. mouth and hands after
eating* for the term nay have designated any of a variety of cloths used
in the kitchen*
While

«Raay

of the Inventories Just say “table cloth," “napkin

or “table l i n e n s a few give soma indication of the kinds of cloth used. •
The most common was diaper, a twilled unbleached linen with a pattern of
10
slightly defined figures.
This is the only cloth specifically mentioned
la connection with napkins (J* Weston, Mary Deshey) • The other cloths
were damask — linen with a woven pattern Imitating that of Damascus
11
silks,
and linen — a general term covering a wide range of fabrics
made from flax*

Brown linen was probably unbleached or partially bleached

though It could have been lines dyed brown*
It is Impossible to arrive at any conclusions on the relative
values of the various kinds of table linens, for only seven were appraised

10Ibld.. *7,

U n>i4.

n
Im

s

$

the value* m

from fl far one diaper table cloth (A* lids),

to five shillings for too old diaper cloth* owned by the same man.
James Pedin'a large damask cloth we* worth eighteen shillings*

Mery

Peskey valued her diaper table eloth and ale diaper napkins enough to
give then apodal mention in her will, hut this wee the only occasion
where table linen* were specifically bequeathed*
FLATWARE
One of the most surprising facte revealed by the inventories la
the paucity of flatware owned by these people*

Throughout the inventories

the nastier of spoons is far in excess of that of helves or forks, though
none is as coamon as one might expect*

This emphasis on spoons* illustrated

by the seeming, lack of any relationship between relative wealth and the
umber of spoon* owned* could be the result of the ability to cast pewter
spoons at home* at a time when knives and forks had to be bought and
spoon molds were common.

The prevalence of meat* either wild or domestic,

on Virginia tables certainly necessitated soma sort of knife*

It is

likely that the fork was accepted even in a remote part of
IT
years after Its Introduction into England*

Virginia *150

It Is often difficult to determinethe numbers of knives and
forks in an inventory because one cannot be sure If a case

of knivesand

forks always held six of each, whether or not the case was full* or how

12
Hie fosk was introduced into England around 1600* but acceptance
was very slow. John Hampton* Hie English At Table (London, 1546) * 26.

n
many IteOS WSl?e mOStt't yhffl

appraiser wrote nt Knives a fork#** (A*

Rick#)« The problem 1# much less acute with ipooM for they ware usually
counted*

Occasionally a “parcel1* of spoon* v«t listed (W. Johnson*

R# Sibbi) and* In one strange csss* ”12 ©osn Spoon#** wtrt listed for s
woman with only three pester dishes* three pewter pistes* flee pieces
of earthenware* end three knives end forks (I* Haavill)* However* this
any veil here keen en error in which one helf dose* spoons wss meant*
with the exception of -tie widow Itaavill* Robert Sticks bed hy let
the asst spoons* knives* end forks*

His forty spoons* twenty-#ix knives*

end thirty forks fore #b intera#ting numerical relationship hot tterdly
natch his seventy-three chairs*

4 similar proportional relationship is

evident in Abraham Ricks* appraisal with eighteen spoons * eight knives*
thirteen forks* and two knives and forks listed*

the other inventories

are not clear enough on this matter to see if such a relationship was
generally common*
In addition to the teaspoons of Or* Willis* which will he
considered with tea sets* there are two special kinds of spoons mentioned
in the Inventories.*

The two known cases of silver spoons were not among

the effects of very rich man* as might he expected* hot In the estates
of members of the middle class*

hr* Willis had six large silver spoons

veined at 12*10*0* and Jamas Radio had twelve*

Perhaps the latter were

smaller* for they were veined at only 83.12*0*

The lone soap spoon

mentioned* larger and heavier than a tea spoon* belonged to Thomas Smith
and was worth

1*6*
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VESSELS 0SBD w

TABLE SERVICE

The vessels used in dining ware described as being of m variety
ef materials* including pewter (the west cosswm et this period) earthenwere* stoneware* wood* glass* silver* end chine,

the differences awcmg

earthenware, stoneware, and ehina lie in their composition and manufacture.
At thia parted* earthenware refers to eesraevare* alipware* or Delft*
while stoneware was bnswn or the newly papular ealt~glase — often sailed
"steaeT China was Chinese export porcelain*

All cerenica, hut especially

china, were relatively recent acquisitions in British households*

for

centuries, the vast uajorlty of dining vessels had been made of wood .or*
among the wealthy, of precious natals*
a piece of wood with m

food had been plated on a trencher*

Indentation In the center.

Trenchers were still

common in the eighteenth century in parts of England and Scotland*^ hut
seem not to have been used in Isle of bright County* unless they were
lumped with other goods as "parcels of woodenwere,” "old Umber,” or
"wooden trays*” The last could have been large trenchers used to serve
food*
INDIVIDUAL DINXKG WARS
The plate was the basic item of individual dining* Made of
pewter or, in seam cases* earthenware, plates were shallow mad not intended
for liquid or oemi-liquid foods*

Those in pewter were never over tan

8*. StMf, fmim m i Coj-t.g, Inv»«to;fle«, 23; and M«*jort* flaat,
the Domestic Llfp of Scotland in the Eighteenth Century (Edinburgh* IPS!),
42*

u
laches la disaster sad usually had s slightly decorated rim of medium
width
the number of pistes owned varied widely, rsaglag as high as
twenty-eight (J* Wright) sad ss low as two (B. Cobh), or aoae st ell*
their value to their owners can he seen la the fact that nine wills
contain specific mention of them.
Porringers, originally designed specifically for porridge, were
generally used for any sort of pudding, stew,

or soup,

they were round,

with rather high bulging sides, one handle, end, often, a top which could
also be used for a stand.
in England by 1750,
of Wight,

IS

While pewter porringers had become obsolete

they seem to have remained quite common in Isle

They were of pewter or earthenware, with the former considerably

more common.

Porringers were scarce among the poorest group.

In contrast to plates and porringers, there is no evidence in
the inventories that bowls were ever made of pewter.

II

Generally ,

bowls were round containers of various dimensions used for preparing or
serving liquid foods, or for bathing.

Bowls used in the kitchen were

probably wooden, but only one was definitely identified as to material —
Dr. Willis1 "Chinia Bowie/'

The other seven bowls listed were parts of

M Udlie Irwin Unghlto, P«wt.t
Marks <1 vole,, Boston, 1940), I, 26-28*

Anerlc: l££ Mi*£X* »5i SffllR

l5Ibld.. 30.
16
Laughlin substantiates this in his statement that, In America,
bowls were only rarely made of pewter. Ibid.. 27,

27
three mlddle~class estates (J* Wilson, J. Johnson, A. Pursell).
Oa« man, John Davis, had three soup dishes north thirteen
shillings. these were probably deep plates, and seem to have been commonly
made of aalt~gla*e earthenware*
m m x m vessels
Colonial drinking vessels, as revealed In the Isle of Wight
inventories, had great variety in both composition and form* Many of
the items are unfamiliar to modern times, necessitating some explanation.
the term "cup* seems to have referred to a variety of drinking
vessels, described as being of pewter, earthenware, stoneware, glass, or
silver*

Those in tea sets may well have been of china, though they were

not identified as such*

All the cups were in lower class inventories*

Pewter cups were made in two shapes*

One type, with a flat or

rounded bottom, was bandleless and had a straight or flared rim*

Others

were more squat containers with flaring sides, either with or without a
handle.

The latter would approximate the cup shape of today, and would

probably have been accompanied by a saucer*

The silver cup owned by

Richard Snowden could have been of any of the shapes of the pewter ones*
Since it was worth only twelve shillings it could not have been very
large*
The ceramic and glass cups were probably similar in shape to
those of modem times, with a handle, and using a saucer*

The inventories

did not refer to saucers, except for Nicholas Miller*s “I Sauser,” which
was probably of earthenware*

Because it was not listed In connection

28
with cups and, Is fact* there vara none is the appraisal* it way have
baas a sauce or gravy boat*

Perhaps tha general lack of rafaxenca to

saucers reflects a tendency to consider than with cups* so that a mention
of tha latter was meant to include tha former.
the only beaker listed belonged to William Daughtry.

This

pewter vessel lacked handle or cover and "ordinarily, though not invariably,
17
was wider at the top than at the hottoe.M
The tankard, a rather high, round pewter container with a
hinged lid and one handle, was one of the west common drinking vessels
in the inventories.

Members of all four classes owned them, from Robert

Ricks with the three that he willed his children, to John Bradshaw
who had few household goods other than his pewterware.

Usually a man

owned only one or two, with no more than three indicated in any estate*
Hugs, or open-topped tankards, were the most common drinking
vessel*

While many listed without any reference to their composition

were probably of pewter, others were of earthenware <R* Miller), and the
more common stoneware.

Mugs of pewter had supplanted their covered

"cousin," the tankard, in many of the colonies by this period,*® hut both
seem still to have been common in Isle of Wight*

The continued prevalence

of tankards and mugs was, perhaps, an indication of the slowness of
change In this county*
Two inventories (6. Parker, J* Darden) and a will (6. Higgs)

l7Ibld.. 36.

32.
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refar to "pottle bottles? These vara tankard* holding tee quart* and
used to serve drinks, or a* common drinking vassals, rather than for
one nan's portion,

Jeremiah Procter’s "pottle nog" was a two-quart nog,

the stoneware drinking log mentioned in William Daughtry’s
inventory is a rather unusual item, at least under this name,

While it

could have been a posset cop (a mug with two handles and a spout that
one socked the liquid through), it was more probably a mug-shaped
container of indeterminate else with one handle and a pouring lip which
could he used for either drinking or pouring.
Drinking vessels of glass form a readily distinguishable unit.
In addition to the cups already mentioned, they included dram, wine, and
"drinking" glasses, tumblers, and those listed simply as "glasses," As
with the other items, a "parcel of glassware" was often listed.
Dram glasses for small amounts of liquor were mentioned in
only three cases — all among the middle classes,

While wine glasses

were listed only once (G, Wiggs), the more common "drinking glass" was
probably also a pedestal-type glass*

tumblers, for drinking other

liquids, had at one time been mad* of horn, but were more commonly of
glass in this period,
of glass.

Those of Arthur Purse11 were specified as being

The "glasses" listed could have been of any of these types,

or they could have been jelly glasses used for the decorative centerpiece
known as a pyramid,
the relative costliness of glassware, mid its high rate of
breakage both in transport from England and in the home, may account for
the absence of this commodity from the homes of the poor.

The various

30
peculiarities of the Invectorlas of tha four richest men teak* them vary
poor guides in this, aa la many other respects.
SERVING DISHES
The pewter dish was the basic serving vessel*

Surviving examples

ere usually more than ten laches la diameter sad vary la depth from the
rp
shallow plate to those over one and one-haIf laches*
The variety la number of dishes owned is quite surprising,
particularly since they were supposedly used only for serving food*

Two

men (R* Ricks and F* Williamson) had as many as eighteen dishes, and in
only ten of the twenty-three inventories listing dishes was the number
owned less than five*

The average was more than seven*

This strange

situation leads to the question whether the appraisers might have used
“dishes1* as a general term.

Another possibility, that people might have

eaten out of a common dish, Is somewhat invalidated by the fact that only
three of the Inventories listing “dishes*® failed to list plates also
<J. Bridger, W* Daughtry, &» Scott)•
Basins, or as it was often spelled “basons,11 were also of pewter,
though Arthur Purse11 did have one of earthenware*

These were round

containers with n a r r o w r i m s , made in a variety of slses, and used
for puddings, stews, and other semi-liquid foods*

they could he used
20
either as a deep serving dish or as an individual plate
— though the

19Ibid,, as.
20Ibld.
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former we* probably mote common#

While they wore mot as prevalent m

the relatively large number listed nay nay indicate that basins
ware often used in the kitchen and for personal bathing, as veil as
for food service,
the two salvers in the lists belonged to members of the middle
class,

John Davis9 was definitely of pewter and, with sin pewter plates,

was worth sir shillings,

John Wilson1a was probably of pewter for,

with two dishes, it was worth eleven shillings.

Salvers were large

platters, used mainly to serve meats• While it seems unusual that more
were not listed, their rarity stay be the result of the greater prevalence
of trays, which were found among all classes of people.

While a few

trays were definitely wooden as, for example, that of Robert Ricks, the
rest must have been wooden because of their low valuation, even when
appraised in connection with other goods.
the bread trays of Abraham Ricks and Francis Williamson were
probably small trays of wood or metal used to bring the loaf of home
made bread to the table.

They could also have been used in the kitchen,

It is interesting that each of these men, both members of the upper
classes, had two trays, while no one else had any listed,
Since only one Inventory (R# West) listed a flagon, it may be
assumed that most drinks were poured from the bottles Into the Individual
drinking vessels#

The large number of bottles inventoried shows that

these were common in almost every household#
Helchicedec DeShey’s inventory lists one emit and one salt#
This cruit was a stoppered container for oils or vinegar#

(The other
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use of tha label Mcrtiit" was for a set of cruit bottles and containers
for salt, sugar, and cinnamon, all matching and In a special eruit frame,
the separate listing of ona salt In Beshey's inventory eliminates this
weaning.)

While many cruit bottles vara of silver and glass, more

common metals also were used,

Unfortunately, Deshay's eruit was not

appraised, so that its composition cannot be ascertained.
Deshey's "salt** was probably a rather tali metal one, its top
pierced with holes arranged in an ornate design, originally part of a
cruit sat.

The other salts or saltcellars listed, of which there were

only eleven in seven different estates, could have bean of this type, or
bowls, or bowls on pedestals.

Only five were Identified by material, one

of pewter and four of glass.
The mustard pots belonging to Jacob Darden and William Daughtry
could have been of any of a variety of shapes and materials.

Since both

pots were lumped with other goods in the appraisal, it la difficult to
arrive at any idea of their value mid, hence, whether they were brought
to the table,

the fact that both men owned saltcellars suggests that the

mustard pots were parts of emit sets,
Punch bowls of ceramic, glass, pewter, or silver, were surprisingly
common,

fourteen were listed, belonging to three uppermiddle, four

lower-middle, and two poor estates.

The appraisers usually grouped them

with other goods so that It is difficult to arrive at any estimation
of their value*

The overall price range of from 1/8 to fifteen shillings

precludes the presence of any of silver or china.

At this time punch

bowls did not come with matching cups, though five owners of punch bowls
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also had assorted earthenware, stoneware, or glassware parcels that could
have included cups.
Pitchera ware fairly uncommon.

Baaidea Robert West* a earthen-

ware one and William Daughtry's two stoneware ones, only four were listed*
belonging also to middle-class people*
three inventories (Dr. Willis, G. Wiggs, and “Mr." J. Summerrell)
Hated tea sets, tea ware, or "tea tackle*” If these were the usual
tea sets, made of ceramic, silver, or some other metal, they consisted
of a teapot, slop howl for the tea leaves, cream and sugar containers,
21
tea canister, tongs, teaspoons, cups, and saucers.
While one cannot
be sure that each of these sets contained all these items, the Willis*
appraisal mentions six tea spoons, tongs, and a sugar box, in addition
to the "Parcell of Tea wars,” The Summerrell appraisal lists a tea
kettle plus the "tea tackle," The value of the tea ware precludes items
of silver.

Willis* ware was appraised at 7/d, Summerrellvs table and

tackle at £1,
Both the Willis and Summerrell inventories list special tea
tables.

They were four-legged rectangles, Pembroke tables, or the

especially popular tripod whose circular, scallop-edged top could be
22
tilted or removed for storage.
The tea things could be placed directly
on this table or on any ordinary table. Tea trays in a variety of shapes,

S&A

2lRo*rl« Roth, 1 b« Prinking 1 & la&h Century /taerlea; | £ & Ztlgnette
Equip»Se (H*»hlngton, 1961), 79, 74,
22Ibld.. 74-76.
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sizes* and degress of ornatemess were used to bring the tee set to the
23
table*
While no tee trays were specifically mentioned* the trays
listed could hare been used for this purpose*
TABLE SETTINGS
While the inventories and wills reveal stiseh about what dieting
furnishings and equipage the Isle of Wight residents had* they do not
indicate how these items appeared on the table*

if one wishes to know

about this aspect of dining* one swat turn to other sources of inform*
ation.
The many illustrations of the placement of serving dishes * found
in books of advice to homemakers* have been mentioned previously*

Tat

what of individual place settings? How did Mrs* dohn Euosaerrell, for
example* set her table for a special dinner?
This question is much harder to answer then that of serving
dish placement.

In fact* it cannot be answered* for sources of inform

ation are lacking*

The only source* Robert Roberts* House Servant*»

Directory. is seventy years and sin hundred miles away from Isle of Wight
county in the mid-eighteenth century*
Roberts presents another problem also*

His prose is complex*

and reflects a confidence that the reader will have seen a table set in
what Roberts would consider the correct form*

Tea bis information is as

close as one can get to an eighteenth-century Isle of Wight table setting*
Roberts suggests that* for a dinner for ten* there should be

23Ibid.. 78-79.
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four place settings on each side of the table and one at each end.

The

knife and fork would be placed to the right and left of the plate
respectively, with the handle~ends at the table-edge*
to each plate setting
plate*

A spoon was added

probably in the English tradition, above the

the water tumbler should be to the right of the plate, three

Inches from the edge of the table*

bhile Roberts did not say to which

side of the tumbler the wine glass was to be placed, its foot should
just touch the tumbler*

The napkins were to be folded "so as to admit

the bread Into them, without being seen," but he did not Indicate where
these napkins should be placed*
The table would be finished off with a dinner knife and fork "at
each side of the table, opposite the centre, for carving with," sir
salts with spoons, a salad bowl on a silver waiter, and a wine decanter
at each comer*

All this would, of course, be in addition to the serving

dishes, for which he also suggests placements*

Also "you should have plenty

of plates, knives and forks, spoons, glasses of both kinds, and every
thing else that Is necessary for your dinner| as It Is much better to
have in the room more things than are wanted, of every description, than
9A

not to have enoughs as this causes great confusion*"

Of course, Roberts is writing for far more elegant tables than
the Isle of Wight inventories suggest*

Tat one can see that, with a few

substitutions and omissions, the Virginia housewife could imitate Roberts*

2^*1
Robert Robert*, S & §SSS& IlgMB&U StmMaSO. • • • (Boatoa,
1827), 46-48, 128-121.
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table*

Roberta9 information may cot be accurate tor Isle of Wight, bat

it does eld the imagination in patting the equipage in its proper setting*
end gives some idea of what m y eighteenth-century housewife strove to
do*

CHAPTER III

m m m customs:

testimony to a way of life

Isle of Wight County was a relatively Isolated part of Virginia.
Yet Its Isolation does not mean that a study of dining furnishings and
equipage used there has no broader relevance*
studies

Rather* when similar

for other areas are also consulted* the Isle of Wight material

helps point up similarities and differences among these regions and provides
some basis for generalisations from the materials presented.
One such study of another area is Francis W. Steer1s Farm and
Cottage Inventories of Mid-Essex. 1635-1749 * Steer presented transcriptions
of inventories registered from one parish in Essex* England* and intro
duced them with a discussion by category of the kinds of items found in
the inventories.

Like Isle of Wight in Virginia, mid-Essex in England

is a limited geographic area where agriculture predominated* and most of
the people were of limited economic means.

But life in Essex represents

an old culture with roots deep in medieval conditions, while Isle of
Wight in the mid-eighteenth century had been settled less than one hundred
and fifty years.

Steer1s findings * therefore, reflect the continued

use of items handed down over many generations, while most of the Isle
of Wight equipage was of necessity of relatively recent vintage.

Though

Steer*s inclusion of all their possessions provides for a broader base
of study of these people, he was not interested in investigating any
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series of items in depth.
Despite these differences, a comparison of Steer’s conclusions
with those arising from the Isle of Wight records may produce some
Interesting and valuable results.

Also, after studying the Isle of Wight

materials it is possible to come to some conclusions on mid-Essex that
Steer did not make.
Steer pointed out that the family often ate their meals in the
kitchen, rather than the dining room or hall, as it was then called.*
The same custom may have been common in many Isle of Wight homes, especially
the smaller ones with only two rooms — a kitchen and combination living
and sleeping room —

and a loft.

No doubt many of the larger homes

lacked the detached kitchen so familiar to visitors to Williamsburg and
the great plantations.

In these middla-slaed homes, the kitchen was

probably used for informal or family meals, and the hall reserved for
special occasions and for entertaining guests.

Steer could predicate

with some accuracy what room the people ate in, for most of the Essex
Inventories were recorded by room, while the Isle of Wight records give no
differentiation of this kind.
Steer found the long rectangular table the most common type
in seventeenth-century Essex and asserted that oval tables were a later
development, never as common as the rectangular.

2

This condition is

In sharp contrast to Isle of Wight, where ovals were the most common form

1
Steer, Pjgm Sid Cott.ee Inventories. 28*
2
Ibid., 12, and see Index: table, oval, 297.
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and only o m long table was mentioned. the apparent preponderance of
oval tables may result from the fact that the rectangular table was so
common that appraisers felt there was no need to describe it and listed
it merely as a "table*11 Or, a change in fashion might be implied if the
Essex tables reflected the passing down of furniture through several
generations, so that an "old-fashioned*1 style was still in common use-*
Steer failed to comment on the wood used, other than that one
mahogany table was Hated, and that most were probably of oak or elm.

%

k wider variety of woods are mentioned in the Virginia inventories, but
neither oak nor elm tables are identified among those found in Isle of
Wight.

The differences in woods probably reflect the use of local materials

by regional craftsmen in both Essex and Isle of Wight•
Steer’s concentration on the seventeenth century often makes it
difficult to determine whether his statements are applicable to the
eighteenth and, therefore, comparable for Isle of Wight,
exists in regard to chairs.

Such a problem

Steer emphasized only the scarcity and

uncorafortableness of chairs 1st the seventeenth century, and the prevalence
Of stools, forms, and benches*

4

In Isle of Wight, on the other hand,

chairs were common in most homes and other kinds of seating wre quite
rare.

If eighteenth-century Essex inventories were consulted, they might

reveal a similar adoption of chairs.
One similarity is the rarity of cloth-upholstered chairs.

3Ibld.. 11-12,
4Ibid.. 13-14.

Steer

commented on this scarcity,* and It is also evident from the late of Wight
Inventories,

Perhaps eloth was not popular because it lathed the dura

bility of leather or wood*

Or* in a period when nasty rural dwellers

wove nest of their own cloth* upholstery fabrics nay have been too
difficult to nake and too costly to buy*
Steer observed that "From the frequent wention of table- or boardcloths* it would appear that meals were rarely served on am uncovered
table; napkins were also used to a large extent — certainly by people
I
other than the poorest — to wipe greasy fingers during the meal.” this
conclusion is definitely at variance with the inference reached from the
Isle of Wight Inventories that* while the upper classes owned table
linen* even they rarely had enough for daily use*

Perhaps the apparent

difference In custom nay be explained by a change in table manners brought
about by more general acceptance of a new table implement, the fork*
which "made eating a performance from which a fairly careful feeder might
retire with clean hands,"

The cosmon use of napkins in Essex* combined

with the scarcity of forks * is balanced in Isle of Wight with the
reverse proportion* demonstrating the change in fashion,* Yet, the spoon

SIbld.
6Ibld.■ 28-29.
7Ch«rl„ Co«P«r. S * jfogllt*. M 3 * A* I M s a a ffiA
(London* n«d*>* 13,

s m m

*Steer found only three listings of forks.
imasgaate&t as.

Steer* Farm and

remained the primary eating tool In eighteenth-eentury Virginia*
While Steer found pewter the moat common metal for dining table
e
vessels, at the eama time he stated that wooden tteachers were quite
common.

10

in Isle of Wight * wooden vessels were much less frequently

mentioned, probably reflecting the later period studied rather than a
more sophisticated level of dining*
Steer did not attempt to speculate about trends or patterns in
dining equipment or, indeed, in any other area*

His main concern was to

make the inventories available for other researchers, rather than to
draw conclusions of his own*

Of course, the immense amount of material

with which he had to deal would have made the task of searching for
patterns very difficult# especially since the compilation of the book was
a "spare-time activity**
While no pattern can be seen throughout the Isle of Wight materials
on dining furnishings and equipage, some tendencies within economic
groupings on certain classes of items were found and pointed out in the
discussion of these items• Yet the lack of broad trends does not make
the study without value, for many facets of eighteenth-century life do
become far clearer*

first, it helps bring alive the fact that Virginia

was not exclusively a land of wealthy planters and their slaves, but

9Ibld.. **.

lflIbtd.. 28 .
11
Ibid* * see gote opposite I.

rather of people of more modest standards, aa well as some living in
poverty.

It alee points up the folly of trying to judge the past by

modem standards.
On a broader scale, one tomes to appreciate these people as
living in their own way in their own time, instead of seeing them as
quaint figures out of the past*

Generally, the residents of Isle of

Wight eons to be seen in the tradition of agrarian societies where most
peeple were ordinary, obscure, isolated from any significant amount of
letelleeitisi stimulation or economic prosperity, living to themselves
with only a few neighbors for friendship, farming their lands and guiding
the work of their families mad slaves.

Because they were in America, they

were not as close to medieval habits and attitudes as their counterparts
in mid-Essex.

On the other hand, the possessions of the people of Isle

of Wight show that they bore a closer identity to the self-sufficiency
of the medieval village than to the interdependence of today's megalopolis.

APPENDIX A
FURNISHINGS AND EQUIPAGE FOR DINING
FOUND IN
SELECTED INVENTORIES, APPRAISALS , AND WILLS
ISLE OF WIGHT COUNTY RECORDS
ESTATE OF THOHAS ATKINSON

X

Appraisal$ £64.10.6
ordered* 22 October, 1744
returned: 2$ January, 1744/5

IWCR #4, WAX 1733**1745
pp. 525-527

To one Stock Lock, one Hour Glass, one Sive, 1 Tobacco Bor,
one Knife A Fork, Leather Shaver, one Citablet 2.6; To one Dozen of New
Flatea 16.0; To one Tankard, One Bason, 12 Spoons 8,0; To Seven Glass
Gups 5.0; To two Bottles 7 Vials 2 half pint Bottles, 2 Cups 2.0.
ESTATE OF RICHARD BLOW

XX

Appraisal; 1302*13*5 1/2
taken; 31 December, 1746
returned} 9 October, 1746

IWCR #5, WAX 1745-1752
pp. 37-38

To a parcel of old Lumber 7*6; To a parcel of Pewter El.18.0; To
a peel of Knives A Forks 3*4} To a peel of Earthen Ware 15*0; To a table A
Desk 15*15*0} To a parcel of Linnen £2*11*9 1/2; To 1 Chest A Table 6*0;
To a parcel of Chairs 14*0; To 1 Table and Chest 5.6.
ESTATE OF JOHN BRADSHAW

XXX

Appraisal: 125*14* 4
Ordered 27 January, 1745/6
returned; 24 February, 1745/6

IWCR #5, WAX 1745-1732
pp. 9-10

To 46 1/2 pounds of Pewter 12*17*6; To one Desen of Plates 12.0;
To three Tankards and one Candlestick 10*0; To fifteen Found of old Pewter
7*6} To a parcell of Earthen Ware7*0} To seven Juggs 10.0; To one Pewter
Pott; and one old Trunk 2*0} Toone Table 2*6*
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ESTATE Of IfllLIAM BREWER

IWCR #5, m t
p.220

If

Appraisal: £20.9.9
ordered* 5 October* 1745
returned; 7 December* 1745

1745-1751

To a Parcel1 of old Pewter $*0.
IWCR #5, 041 1745-1752
pp* 214-217

Will
dated; 24 February. 1748/9
presented* 5 October, 1749
ESTATE Of JOSEPH BR1DCBR

IWCR #5, W6I 1745-1752
pp. 449-451

Appraisal: £108.14.5 1/2
ordaradi 4 June, 1752
returned* 4 August* 1752

To 9 old Chairs 10.9$ To 1 old Table 1 Candlestick and 2 pr of
Cards 3.0; To a ParcelIof Earthenware 12.0; To b Ovall Walnut Table 12*6;
1 Ditto 8*4; to 1 Square Table 5*0; To 76 lb ft/p lb £3*16*0; to a parcll
of Earthen vara 7*4; Toa parcel of wooden ware 11*0; 1 Pewter Dish 2.6;
to 1 Quart Hogg 1*1; To1/2 Donee of old Silver 2*6*
ESTATE OP JOSS CHESNOTT

IWCR #5, W4I 1745-1752
pp. 268-269

PI

Appraisals £29.11.8 1/2
ordered* 5 July, 1750
returnedft 6 September* 1750

To 1 Black walnut Table 15*0; To 1 Cilt Trunk and one old Table
8*0; To 4 old flag Chair* 4*0; To I fine Chest sad 1 old Table 7*6; To
a farce1 Earthen litre 5*0; To a Parcel Barthen Hare 5*0; To a Parcel of
Wooden ware 2*0; To 5 Pewter Dishes 4 Places and 1 Eason 6 M. Spoons
£1.7.0; To 1 Date of Knives i forks Parcel of Earthen Ware 5.0.
ESTATE Of J0HH CkBKXETS

IWCR #4* W*1 1735-1745
pp* 515-516

Til

Appraisal : £69.19.4
take** 29 October* 1743
returneds 22 October* 1744

To 6 pound of lead 1*6; To a parcell of Pewter £1.19.0; To 1
Mug A Vial 1*0$ To 5 Knives 4 forks 1.8.

mi

ESTATE OF BDHAID COBB

Inventor?
returned* 20 March, 1143

IWC* #4, Wftl 1733-1745
f. 438

one Dosea Chair®; To on® stem® Hogg and a Cop; To 2 Stone Bottles
and 2 Pottle Bottle®; pr of fieis® fTJ a Claes and a Fund* To 9 pounds
of pewter* To 2 Do*n Spoon®} a old di®b* To 2 pewter pl®te«; ®one Barthan
Haro; To a p«ol of trifle®; a Ball and a Dish* To a parcel of Hoodoo Haro*
tBCfc 14, m i 1733*1743
pp. 428*438

m u
dated* 22 August, 1742
presented* 27 Septewbet, 2742
ESTATE OF JACOB DABBED

H C B #SV Hftl 1743*1712
pp. 284*344

IX

Appraisal * * 77*10.9 1/2
ordorods 3 July, 1750
returned* 4 September, 1750

TO 2 Stone Juggs and 2 largo Bottle 4*8} To 4 old leather Chair®
and 6 flag’d Ditto 8.0; To I Snail Table 2*8; To I largo Square Table 7*8}
To 2 Punch Bool®, ft Parcel Earthen Hare 2$3} To 2 Class Saltcellars .4; To
parcel old linnen Cloth® and Table linnet! 5*0} To I Stone Butter port I
Heal Bag 1 old Hogg 1*9} To Parcel of Hendon Hare 3*0} To 4 Pewter Dishes
9*0} To 8 snail Basons 8.0; To 2 Porringers of Pewter 2.0; To I Doan
Pewter Plate® 12.0; To 2 Doan ft 4 Pewter Spoons 2*4; To old Pewter Tankard
mid 1 Mustard Pot ft 2 Spoons *8 ; To I Pottle Pott I Quart Pott and 1/2
Pint Ditto 5.0; To 1 Parcel of old Knives and Forks Iron. Candlestick 1*3}
To 3 large Pewter Basons 8*0*
ESTATE 0? J© m DAUGHTRY

XHC& #3, Wftl 1743*1752
pp# 237*238

Inventory
taken* 27 February, 1749/50
returned* 2 March, 1749/30

7 Stone Juggs; 2 Pitcher®} a Parcel of earthen Hare} 2 Diaper
fable Gloathe and Napkins; I llnnen ooe$ 1 Oval Table | 2 Square Ditto} a
Parcel of Chairs; 18 Pewter Dishes} a Parcel of old Ditto* 10 Basons* 24
Plates* a Parcel of wooden lusher} 2 Drinking Glasses; 1 Case of Knives and
Forks*

will
IWCR #3, Wftl 1743*1712
p* 213

dated; 28 April, 1742
presented# I October, 1749

ESTATE OF WILLIAM DAOGHTRY

mm

#5, m
pp* 445-444

XI

Inventory
returned* t July* 175a

1745-1732

to ten Plata*i to eight Dishes; to four Porringers? to ilx Basons;
to twenty three Spoons; to one Tankard; to one pswt<it beaker; to one
Pewter Saltcollar; to too Stone Pitchers; to too Stone Brinking Jugga; to
three quart aaggii to one tint weggf to m m analI Cup$ to too Punch Bowls;
To two Blinking Classes; To six Chairs; to one Pepper Box and ona pewter
Blab
Appraisal * £13.13.4 1/2 11)
ordered* t dolt* 1752
taken* 18 Inly, 1732
returned; 4 August, 1732

tWCR #5* W&l 1741-1732
pp. 433-434

to $ Plates 7.6; to 4 Porringer* 4.0; to 23 Spoons 2.9; To 4
Basons 6*0; To 7 Dishes £1.2.8; To one Parcel! of old Pewter and a Sault
Collar 7.1 1/2; to t Punch Bowls 6 a Creae Pott 3*6; to one tankard and a
beaker 6 a Mustard Pott £4,0.0; to 2 Stone Pitchers 14*0.0; to one Paeall
of Stone Cups 5*6; to 5 Stone Juggs 6 a Earthen Pott 6*0; to 5 Rundlets and
6 Ghairs and two drinking glasses It*0.
Will
dated* 24 Decoder, 1751
presented* % July, 1732

IWCBt #5, W6I 1743-1752
p. 436

to ana John Daughtry Sent; 1 Pewter dish; a Bason; 2 Plates;
round table*
to daughter Priscilla Hodgpeth* i Pewter dish; a Bason; 2 Plates*
to daughter Mary Holland! 1 pewter dish; l bason; 2 plates*
to daughter Elisabeth Parkeri 2 plates; 2 porringers*
to grandson John Daughtry Juan one of the lest of «y Pewter
Tankards; 1 dish; I bason; 2 Plates** 1 cupboard.
ESTATE OF 388*1 DAVIS

XWG1 #5, WAX 1745-1752
pp. 284-285

XII
Appraisal * £284.18*7 1/2
ordered* 6 September* 1750
returned; 6 Decestber* 1750

2 Falling Tables £2.0,0$ parcel of Earthen 6 Glass ware £1.1.7 1/2
5 Leather Chairs 15.0; 5 Flagg Ditto £1.10*0; 4 Cain Chairs 12*0; 4 Flag
Chairs 2*0; 3 8upe Dishes 13*0$ 29 lb of old tauter 14*6; Parcel of Ditto
20*0; 1/2 Doan of PewterPlates 6Pewter Salver 6*8$ 5 Pewter Basons 3*6;
Knives 6 Forks 6.0; 1/2DoanSpoons
1.8; Parcel of Wooden Ware 13.6;
2 Table deaths and 3 Wspklns 13.0$ old silver 16*0*
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ESTATE 0? JOBS BISHEt

BtCR #S, Wit 1745-SI
7* 174

Inventory
taken* 1 August, 1748
returned* II August, 1748

m m #5, m t 1745-1732
p* 174-174

Appraisal i 1313 fO#I
ordered* 3 !««•» 1748
returned; 13 April, 1743

A lot of Pewter m 33 lb 82,0.0; A lot of old Pester 9*0} A
lot of Fester lit 13 13*0$ 1 Ootsn of Chairs, and an old Table 9.0$
2 fabla Cloaths, 14 napkins* 4 a Towel! El.5.0$ 2 old fbeards 2*6;
A fabla sad two deaths* a trailer 6 3 Case Knives 6Forks 6.0$ aParcel
mivoodas Vara, 9 Pieces at 7/6 7*6; 2 frays 6
other lustier
4*0;
2 Punch Bowls 2*6*
V Ul
dated; 24 October* 1747
presented; 9 June, 1748

XVtSl #5, VAX 1743-1712
pp* 114-113

to cousin Janas Vranns a large Square pine Table.
to cousin Joseph Vrannf half a dosenD i s h e s $ half a dosen plates*
ESTATE OP MARY

IlfCt #3* Oil 174S-I732
p. 204

BBSBgT

Ilf

Appraisal; 847*14*0
ordered* 9 March, 1748/9
returned; 3 August, 1749

1/2 Dosen Plates 8*0; 29 lb of Pewter El.9*0; 6 Chairs 7.6.

m u
tzgk #3* VAX 1743-1732
pp* 162-163

dated; 20 October, 1748
presented; 9 Marchv 1746/9

to cousins Janes Jordan and Joseph Jordan; 6 flag cheers $
a Oosxt Dishes 6 Plates; 2 chests*
to cousin Janas Wtennt 1 Diapr fable Cloath, & six Diapr Mapktna.

*8

ESTATE OF KKtCHIZEDBC DESHKT

XYj

Inventory
taken: 11 August, 1748
returned: 11 August, 1748

XWCR IS, W * I , 1745-1752
pp. 125-126

fun Tables; To one Dosa flsgg Chair*; To seventeen Dishes $ one
Bosen sad half of Plates; To two Dosan of pewter Spoons; To two Punch
Bowls; foot Stans Huggs; two Pitchers; To two Earthsn Potts; two Drinking
Glasses; one Crult; one Salt; To two Trays; To two pewter Tankards, two
Porringers & three Basons; To two Diaper Tahle Cloths & Fourteen Napkins*
ESTATE OF ROBERT DRIVER

XWCR #5, WAX 1745-1752
pp. 132-155

XVI

Appraisal * E618.0.6
ordered: 12 Hay, 1748
returned: 11 August, 1748

1 oral Tahle 12.6$ 1 swell Do 10.0$ 6 heather Chars El.10,0;
pareel of old FlaggM Chairs 2.0; 12 1/2 lb of old Pewter $12d 12.6; 17 i/2
lb of Pewter El. 3.4,
IWCR 13, WAX 1745-1752
pp. 105-104

Will
dated* 1 March, 1747
presented: 12 Hay, 1748

to son Robert Driver: 2 walnut oval tables*
ESTATE OF JOHN EDWARDS
IWCR 15, WAX 1745-1732
pp. 304-306

XVII

Appraisal * *112.9.2
ordered: 11 August, 1748
returned: 7 March, 1750/1

To a Pareel of old Pewter and sees Wool 5.5; To Sundry old Books
and other timber E2.0.0; To a Pareel of Iron 6 1 Pareel of old Pewter
El.6.9; To 1 Pewter Bottle 2.0;
IWCR IS, WAX 1745-1752
p. 121

Will
dated: 27 April, 1748
presented: 11 August, 1748

to wife Ann Edwards: fall the Honey and Goods which she has
already carried away frets «te A Disposed of”.
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ESTATE OF JOBS FULGHAM

TUCK 14, U&I 1733-1745
pp. 531-532

XVIII

ordered^ ^ 9xAtu»ry, 1744/5
taken: 16 February, 1744/3
returned: 25 February, 1744/5

bed, ehe«t of Draws & Cabinet E5.15.0.
ESTATE Of JAMES GARNER

XIX

Appraisal
ordered r
1748/9
returned: 9 March, 1748/9

IWCR #5, W&I 1743-1732
pp. 139-161

To 13 3/4 lb of Pewter at 1/ 13.9; To 12 plates at 1/ 12.0;
To 2 Bason* at 9/9.0; To 3 old Basons 9.0$ To 0 Pound and half Pound of
old Pewter 3,0 ; To a Pareel old Plates 10 Bottles 1 Candlestick 2 earthen
pans 1 old Tray 1 Bell 2 Jogs all at 7.0$ To a Pareel of old Wood and
earthen Ware 5.0.
Will
dated: 22 July, 1748
presented: 12 January* 1748/9

XWCR #5, W&I 1745-1752
pp. 144-145

to daughter Olive Garner: 2 new dishes,
to son Joseph: 1 new dish; 2 new Basons,
to son Jesse: 2 new Dishes.
ESTATE OF RALPH GIBBS

IWCR #3, W6I 1745-1732
pp. 29-31

XX
Appr.i.al
ord«r««f: tg'tykr? 1746
returned: 4 August* 1746

To one Oral Table 1 Snail Ditto El.5.0; To a psell of Earthen
Ware 15.0; To a parsell of Stone Ware 14.0$ To a Case of Knives and Porks
4.6$ To a parsell of Glass Ware* 11 Glass Bottles 4.6; To 1 Snail Gun,
6 old Chairs 11,0; To a parsell of old Table Llnnen 1.0$ To 12 plates 10.0$
To a parsell of New Pewter weighing 14 lb at 1/ p lb 14.0; To
—
[illegible] pounds of old Do at 8. pr lb 3.8$ To 6 Basons 12.6$ To 1 pint
Pott, 2 porringers and Pepper Boat 3.6$ To a parsell of Spoons* and Wooden
Ware 13.0,

ESTATE OF SAHAS KQltGWEIX

Inventory.
m
If, WAT 1745-1752
pp. 109-110

.

9 June, 174$

mine chairs; one Squat* Table; foot pieces o! Stone lares three
Earthen Cups; on* *14 Case *1 Knives 4 Porks; three Tabla Clothe; seven
pewter Dishes; four pewter Baacmai sit pewter plates; one pewter Cup;
two earthen Porringers; one Dosem of pewter Spoons; three Napkins; two Oran
Classes; thro* Trays; two Earthen plates,
will
dated* 1$ February, 1745
presented: 14 April, 174$

XWCR IS, WAX 1745-1752
p* 102
ESTATE
JAKES
HOUSE
a
aen-Simi-e'so OF
Ur-sr e
sssnaswaa usw
eras

EXX1
assnaese
Appraisal; $42 *14.5
taken: 27 tea, 1752
returned: 2 July, 1752

IWCR #5e WAX 1745*1752
p* 17t

To 11lb Saw pewter $1/ To 4 Plates $1/ 15,0; to f 1/2 lb of
old Pewter fAd 1,5$ To 14 lb Iron and 4 Chairs 4.5; To 1 Barrell and on*
old Table #«0$To 1 barrow Brake ami 1 old Table 2.8; To 1 Meal Sifter
and Pareel1 of old earthen war* #A; To 1 Stan Class .4.
ESTATE m
XWCR #5, WAX 1745*1752
p . 75

JAKES JOHNSON

mil

Inventory
returned: 9 July, 1747

4 good pewter Basons; 4 old poster Besoms; 5 good pewter Dishes;
4 good pewter plates; 8 5/4 lb old pewter; I pewter pint Tankard; 1 pewter
Mustard pott; 1 Quart pewter Pott; 1 Bras Class; 1 Bowl*
XWCR if, WAX 1745-1752
pp* 68 (A7J -69

Will
dated; 15 January 1745/A
presented: 11 June, 1747

to son Richard Johnson: t pewter Basons*
to eon Samuel Johnson: 1 pewter dish; I pewter plate*
to 'Wife Mary Johnson: 4 Basons; 1 Pewter Dish; 1 Pewter Plate;
1 Pewter Porringer.
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estate o? m t x t m j m w t m

m m

Appraisal* *24 •If,I
takaat 14 January* 1745/4
returned* 27 January. 1745/4

m m #5, Wftl 1745-1752
pp* 7-8

To a parcelI of Stona and Barthan Ware and too Clasae* El.5,0 ;
To 12 2/4 Favtar 25/4 and 4 to of old Fawter and a farcoll of Spoon*
5/4 18*10; To 1 half flat Fott and a Farrell of Tina 2*9; To one Funcb
Bowl 2*8; To a Paraell of Woodan lata 5*5; To a paraell of old lumber 15*0*
ESTATE OF *1088 J0U.T

XXI
Apprai*al: *20.17.6 1/2
ordaradt 7 June, 1750
ratnmadf 6 September, 2750

IWCR IS, Wftl 1745-2752
pp* 242-245
To 28 lb Footer #1/4

E2.2.0; To If 28 Ditto #2/5 El*3.9; To
Fawtar Spoon* 2*4; To
1 Doan of old Fawtar Ditto 1.0; to 2 old Pewter Flat For *7 1/2; To a
flea* of old earthen War* 2*4; To 3 old Eoiwea* 2 old laaora* pair of
Shoebucklea ft Ena* 2*0; To a pi of old Cyder Ca*k and a Parcel of Woodden
Wara 2*0; To 2 old Table# 2*0; To 2 old Tray* 1 Siftar* Fare*I of old
Book* 2.0*
14 lb of old Fewtar #9d 20*4; To 1Bora of old

ESTATE ®F JOSHOA J0R8AW

IWCR #4, Wftl 2735-1743
pp* 449-470

EXFI

Appraisal1 E99.1.9
ordaradt 35 War* 2743
taken* 3 June, 1743
returned* 37 June, 2743

To —
[illagibla] Forianftar 12.0;TO 1 Tabla 8*0; To 1
Spliiing Wheel ft 8 Chair* 17.0; to 4 old Chair* 4.0; To a pool of Earthenware
4.0; TO 1 Sugar Box* 2 Swell Trank* 2 Punch 8owlf 1 pepper will 5*0; To
5 Jogga ft 3 Hogg* 4*4*; To a paall of Claaaaa 1.6; To 2 long Tabla ft for*
5.0; TO 52 lb of Fawtar #8d Sl«l*4; To 6 lb of Do 812d 4*®; To 15 lb of
old Do §6d 7*4; to 2 Doso of Flataa 15.0; To 1 2/2 Doan of Spoon* 2*3; To
a paall of Wooden ware 5*0; To 2/2 a Doan Casa Koivea ft fotli 5*0; To
2 Tabla Cloth* ft 2 Hapk 12.0*
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ESTATE OF ROBERT LAWRANCE

XXVII

Inventory
returned* 28 October, 1741

IWCR #5* W&I 1745-1752
P*1

To Six leather chairs; to 1 k«gi walnut tables to one small
cedar tables to Six Pewter 01shea; to five Pewter Batons & Eighteen Plates
and a Parcel! of Spoons % some Wooden Wares a ParcelI Earthen Wares two
Pewter Tankards; two Porringers.
Will
dated* 1 November, 1743
presented: 28 January* 1744

IWCR #4* WAX 1753-174$
pp* 522-523

to son George: two leather Chairs; one Black Walnut Table,
to sen Charless font leather Chairs; 1 small Cedar Table*
to daughter Sarahs two pewter Dishes one large A one small; six
Pewter Spoons*
to daughter Priscillas two pewter Basons one large A one small;
six Pewter Spoons*
ESTATE OF CAAR8 MACKM

IWCR #$* WAX 1745-1752
pp* 574-374

XXPllI
Appraisals 135 *14.7
ordered; 1 August* 1751
returned: 4 October* 1751

To 1 Table and small Chest 4*3; To a Parcel of Wooden Ware 10*0;
To 5 old Chairs .6; To 43 lb Pewter at 1/3 E2.16.3; To 1 Drinking Glass
and Mugg 1*6*
ESTATE OF AUCE MXLtER

IWCR #$* WAX 1743-1752
pp. 332-333

XXIX

Appraisal• 146.0.1
returnedx 4 April* 1731

To 24 lb Pewter El.4.0; To 1 Dosen of Spoons 1.6; To 6 Plates one
Bason 13.0; To 1 old Table 3.0; To 1 Tankard 3*0; To a small Parcel of Tin
and other Trifles 4.0; To a Parcel of stone Ware 5.0; To 4 Chairs 2*6; To
a parcel of lumber 11*7.0.
IWCR 15* WAX 1745-1752
p* 312

m u
datedi 16 January* 1750
presentedt 7 March* 1750/1

estate

nicbolas

mum

XXX

Appraisal* £9fil 17 Q
ordered; 4^3«ua&* 1749
returnedi IMarch* 1749

XWCR #5, mx 1745-1752
pp* 233-235

to 1 fable and Cioath 16.0; to 7 old Chairs 4.0; To 1 fine fable
4 Cioath 5*0f to a Parcel of Stone earn 15.0; to 2 Earthen Platea» 1
Sanest 1 Pipkin, 1 Forimgar and snail Mtigg 2.01 to a Parcel of Fewtar
13*0*0! f© * fareal of old Pewter 15.0; to 12 Plates 7.6; $ Porringers
8.0; 7 FIatas 10.0j To f Doan & 4 Spoons 3.6; To 1 Pottle Tankard 3.0;
1 old Ditto *10; To 9 Raivea and Forks I Flesh forks 7*6.

jssmfs m waitermmm

mm
Appraisal 136.13.2
returned* 24 March* 1745

IWCR #3, mt 1745-1752
pp* 12-13

To a parsell of old Wooden Ware 2.9; To 19 old plates* and a old
porringer A old Besom 10.0; To 10 man platea 12*6; To 20 mew Spoons 2.0;
To 35 lb of old pewter 1/ p lb XI.15.0; To 1 Punch Bowl* two Salts, and
one Class 4*0; To a pares11 of old Wooden lumber 9.0; To three old Chairs
1*9.
ESTATE OF JOBS M0RUKD

IWCR #4* Wit 1733-1745
pp. 459-461

mil

Appraisal s *243.12.4 1/2
ordered; 25 October 1742
returnedt 25 April, 1743

a parcel 1 of Earthen & Stone Ware 7.6; 79 lb pewter 01/ 13.19.6;
1 falling Table 11*3.9; 1 falling Table *1.0.0; 1 00 old 6*0; I Square
Table 15*0; 3 leather Chairs 9.0; 5 flagg 0o 6*3; 1 Table Cioath 4 6
Sapkins g.0; a parcel of Class and Earthen ware 5.0$ 2 Juggs 4*9;
1 Tankard 1*3; 4 lb pewter 4*0$ 1 Table Cloth 1*0; Sons old knives 6
forks 1*9.
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estate ow Elizabeth w m t % &

Inventory
returned* 12

IWCR IS* WAX 1745-1752
p, 87

m

m

November,

1747

$ Tester Dtshesf 3 Pewter Plates| It Do«a Spoons; I Pewter Besom;
I Pewter Tankard; 5 pieces ofEarthenWare; To 3 pieces of leather & 3
flagg*d Chairs; To one smallTable andCutting Knife; 2 pieces of Wooden
Ware; I table Cloth A napkin; 1 Drinking Class; 3 Knives and Forks,
win
dated; 21 Septewber, 1747
presented; 8 October, 1747

IWCR 15. Writ 1743-1752
pp. 79-81
to
to
to
to

grand-daughter
grand-daughter
grand-daughter
grand-daughter

Mary Sikes; one of the largest pewter Dishea,
Harp Murphrys I pewter plate,
Sarah Murphry; I pewter plate,
Elinor Bweritt: I pewter

ESTATE Of m t l A H PACE

IWCR #3, WAX 1745-1752
pp, 118-119

miV

Appraisal: E38.14.5
taken; 27 March. 1747
returned5 # dene* 1748

3 Trays. 1 Tobo Bor 3.0s I Stone Jugg, 2 pt Mtaggs 3,3; A Parcel
of old pewter 8.0; A Parcel of Mew Do E2.9.2; 2 pewter porringers 3.0;
1 Do Tankard 2.6; 11 Plates 11,0,0; 14 Spoons 3.4; 3 Knives A 2 Forks 1,0;
a peel of Tables 6 Stools 4,0$ 1 old chair Ac 1.6.
ESTATE OF GEORGE PARKER

IWCR #5. WAX 1745-1752
pp, 81-82

KIEF

Appraisal: E39.15.2
ordered; 13 August, 1747
returned: 12 Movettber, 1747

I Oval Table 15.0; To a parse! of smalt Ware 3.2$ I Chest A 2
Chairs 5,0; 6 old Chairs &1 old Table4.0$ 15 pounds of old pewter 6.3;
36 lb of Good Pewter El, 10.0; 20 poundsof old pewter 8,4; I Coffee Pott,
t Tin Cullender 1.6; I Safa, A old Earthen port 3,0.
XWCR #5, MAI 1745-1752
p. 76

Will
dated; 15 May, 1747
presented; 13 August,
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ESTATE OF WILLIAM PARKER

BXVI

E102.2.5 1/2
23 A p r i l , 1744
r e t u r n e d : 24 A u g u s t ,
1744

Appraisal
ordered:

IWCR #4, WAI 1733-1743
p p . S04-S0S

To 42 111 of old pewter mi6d £1.1.0; To 19 l b Do of 9d 14.3;
To eleven pewter Spoons .9; To 6 flog Chairs and S m a l l Table 8.0; To |
pottle Bottles 4 10 Quart Do 5.0; To a peal of Earthen Tin Bucket 4 Razor
Strop 12.0; To a pareel of WoodenWare & old Iron 8.6.
Will
dated: 23 May, 1743
presented: 23 April, 1744

IWCR #4, W6I 1733-1745
pp. 490-491
ESTATE Of JAMES PBDIN

IWCR #5, WAI 1743-1752
pp. 218-220

XXXVII
Appraisalt 1291.5.0
ordered; 3 August, 1749
returned: 7 December, 1749

To 1 Oval Walnut Table El.15.0; To 1 Ditto 15.0; To 1 Dorn leather
Clears £3,12.0; To 5 old Cheers 6.0; To a Parcell of Classes 6.0; To 32 lb
Pewter 8 1/3 p lb £1.19.11; To 1 Doan Pewter Plates 15.0; To 1 Doan Ditto
15.0; To 1 Doan Silver Spoons £3.12.0; To I Doan Pewter Spoons 5*0; To
1 large damask Table Cioath 13.0; To 3 Knives and Forks 2.6; To a Parcell
of earthen Ware 5.6; To 9 pounds old Pewter 4.6; To 9 pound good Pewter
12 6

..

IWCR #5, WAI 1745-1752
pp. 198-199

Will
dated: 15 April, 1746
presented; 3 August, 1749

to wife Marys 2 puter Dishes; 6 Plaits; 4 Flag Chairs; 6 fable
knives•
to daughter Ann: 6 leather Chairs; 3 silver Spoons; little oval
Table.
to daughter Mary;

large Oval Table; 6 leather Chairs; 3 silver

Spoons,
ESTATE OF JEREMIAH PROCTER

IWCR #4, W&l 1733-1745
p. 519

XXXVIII

Appraisal: £14.9.9
ordered: 25 June, {1744J
taken; 21 July* 1744
returned; 26 November, 1744

five Chairs 5.Q; One Pottle Mugg 1.6; twenty one pounds of old
pewter 14.0; one old Table 1,0,
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ESTATE OF ARTHUR FWRSSLL

XXXIX

Inventory
returned; !8 April, 1746

IWCR #5* WAX 1745-175!
pp. 15-16

8 Juggs; 2 Mugge; 1 Earthen Forringer; 2 Tankards; 6 pewter
Dlsliet; 6 Basons $ 5 Plate® 5 15 Farter Spoon® s 1 Belt seller; 1 Earthen
Bason; 4 Bowls; 4 Tablet; 8Chairs; 3Bench##; 6 Steels; 1 Csss of Knives
A Forks; a parsell oldXatvss &Forks; 2 Soger Boxes; S Earthen plates;
2 Glass Tu»bi«re; I Gram Glasses| 1 Tea port*
XWCR #5, WAX 1745-175!
pp* 3-4

Will
dated* 10 July, 1745
presented9 28 October, 1745

ESTATE 0? ABRAHAM RICKS

IWCR IS, WAX 1745-175!
pp* $2-36

XI

Appraisal1 1786 *12*5
ordered* 10 July* 1746
returned: 9 October* 1746

To 2 Reset** 2 Knives A Forks 3,0; To 80 lb of Footer at 1/6 £6*8*0;
To 18 pewter Spoons 3.0; To 18 1/2 lb of Hollow pewter f!/ £1*17*8; To
46 Ib>o£ old Fester fi/£!.6*0; To a parcel of Earthen Ware 6.6; To 2 old
Tables 1 Forme 12.0 ; 8 Case Knives A 13 Forks §/$ To 1 oval Table* I Rett
Brush, 1 sand Box 12*6; To I Oval Table 15*8; To a parcel of Earthen Flates
and Bools 5*8; To 1 old Square Table 5*8; To 9 Drinking Glasses end 1
Salt Seller 5.6; To 6 old leather Chairs at 4/ £1.4.0; To 4 80 at 3/ 12*8;
To 6 brst flagg ®o at 2/6 15.0; To 7 Ditto #1/3 8*9; To 4 Ditto #1/ 4.0} To
5 Ditto #2/ 10.0; To 6 Ditto Broken #44 2.0; to 1 Fire Tongs I Bread
Tray A Sundry Trifles 5*0; To 1 old Table* 1 Barrel1 1 Greed Tray* I Search
3.6; To 1 Diaper Table Cloth £1*0*0; To 2 Ditto old Do 5.0} To 2 Teveiis*
1 Filiowber 1 old Table Cloth 5*8; To 2 Brown Llnnao Table Cloths 5.0}
legacies Given
To Joeiah Jordan; 58 lb of Pewter #1/6 £4*7.0; 1 Oval Table 18*0;
1 Ditto El.15.0; 10 Leather Chairs #10/ £5.0.0; 6 Cain Do #4/6 £1*7.0.
IWCR #3* WAX 1745-1752
pp* 26-27

Will
dated* 24 June, 1746
presented s 10 July* 1746

to daughter Mourning Jordan; 10 Mew Russia Leather Chairs} 18
Gain A flagg Button*d Do; one Maple Ditto; half a Desea of Fewter Dishes;
half a Dosea of 8assas Ditto; two Doan Flates Be*
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ESTATE m

XWCR #4* WAX 1753-1745
pp* 4S4-4S4

ROBERT RICES

Inventory
return*#* 26

EES

December,

1745

t m Boren and four English Leather Chairs * Thirty Seven flag
Bottom Chairs $ Seven Virginia leather Chairs* Sight Tehlee $ Sin Benches *
four old Stools* one wooden arm Chair* three wooden Traysi thirteen Wooden
Bowls $ a hundred end Twenty 3 pieces of Earthen Ware* hundred and nine
pieces of Pewter* Fourty Spoonss Twenty Sin knives and Thirty forks#
IWCR #4, WAX 1733-1745
pp# 471-474

till
dated: 23 larch, 1741
presented: 25 Inly# 1743

to daughter Elisabeth Ricks* twelve Leather Chairs* one Oval
Table| one Small Square Table; Six new pewter Dishes; Six pewter Basons §
one Oosn pevter plates * one Been 4 half of Pevter Spoons $ one pevter
Tankard} six pewter porrangers*
to daughter Mary Ricks* one black Walnut Char Table; one small
Square Table; six Dishes; six Basons; one Boss flatess one Born 4 half
of pevter Spoons; one pewterTankard* ossa half a Bean pewter porringers}
twelve leather chairs#
to son Richard ticks* one large Square Table* one small do* one
Bossk flagg Bottom’d Chairs* six pewter Dishes; six Basons; one Be«n plates*
one Doan 4 half of pewter spoons; pewter Tankard#

ESTATE m W W L t m ROCHESTER

XWCR #5, WAX 1745-1752
pp* 372-373

ELX1

Appraisal 1 L13.11.7
returned: 3 October, 1751

To a Parcel of old Lumber 5,0$ To a Chest 14 Bottles Ac #4*0}
To a farce1 of fewter #5*0$ To a Tabla A 2 Chairs *4*
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ESTATE Of ROBERT SCOTT

XWCR #4, m i
p. 482

XLIII

Inventory
taken; 18 October, 1743
returned; 24 October* 1743

1733-1745

1 large Tables 2 small Walnut Tables; 2 Wooden Chairs; 4 leath
Chairs; Eighteen flagg do; 2 pieces of plate; a parcel of Earthen ware;
To a parcel of Class ware*
XWCR #4, m i
pp* 480-482

1733-1745

Will
dated; 24 May* 1743
presented; 24 October, 1743

to cousen Sarah Hollowell: four Pewter Dishes; one Duron Spoons;
one black walnut Table; sin Chairs; one small chest.
ESTATE OF THOMAS SMITH

XWCR #5, m i 1745-1752
pp* 432-434

XXI?

Appraisal,: E850.3.7
ordered; 3 March, 1752
returned; 4 June, 1752

To an old Pott Pansi and Pewter 4*2; To 1 Pair of Money Scales and
sir pieces of Wooden ware 6*0; To 1 Soop Spoon 1*4; One old Table 2.6;
One Square Table 7*4; One barge oval Table 11*0*0$ one small Do 10.0; To
one Square Do 7.6$ one small oval Bo 1*0; Six Cane Chairs 11*10*0$ To
six leather Chares at 18.0; 3 old leather do 3.0; To Six Wooden Back'd
Do 12*7; 7 old Flagg'd Bo at 7.0$ To 27 lb of Pewter 27*0$ 17 lb of ditto
14*2; To I Boxen of new large Plaites 14.0; One Boxen Bo 12.0; To 1 Boxen
of old ditto $*0; 26 lb of old Pewter 13*0; To 8 Earthen Plates and other
crockery 6.0; an old Tea Pott and Glassware 6*0$ old Chest and Table 4*0$
To a Meal 6 Sugar Tubb and an old Table 4.2 1/2; To 2 old Sives and two
Trays 3.0; To 2 Table Cloaths 11 Napkins fl.0.0; 12 lb of old Silver $5/6
E3*6*0;To $ Pieces of Wooden ware 5*0; 6 lb of Pewter 5.0.
XWCR #5, WAX 1745-1752
pp. 422-423

Will
dated* 31 March, 1748
presented* 5 March, 1752

ESTATE OF RICHARD SNOWDEN

XWCR #5, W6I 1745-1752
pp* 22-23

XhV

Appraisal : E33.12.7
ordered* May 8, 1746
returned* June 12, 1746

To 22 1/2 pound of pewter at 1/3 El.8.1; To 29 1/2 Do at 1/ 11*3*6;
To 10 1/2 Do at 6d 3*3$ To 15 old Pewter Spoons Id 1.3; 1 Silver Cup at
12/ 12*0$ To 2 old Chairs at 1/ 1.0.
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ESTATE 07 JOHK SOHMKKKEIX

XLVI

Appfftifldl? £386 •10«0
ordered3 14 August, 1740
takeni 11 Noveiober, 1746
returned: 11 Intuit 1767

IWCR #5, W&I 1745-1753
pp. 63-65

to one trunk 10/ 3 Chairs, 1 Chest, 1 old Trunk 5/6 15,6ito 6
leather Chairsat 25. £1.5.0; to 3 Flagg Ditto at 3.0; To I fee Table
and Tea tackle at
26/ £1.0.0;
to
21Earthen places at 10,6; to 1Tea
Rattle 5/ to 1 folding M>le 13/ £1,0.0; 1 Armed Chair & old table 6/;
to 2 Dora pewter plates at 18/ £1.16,0; To 1 Dosen pewter plates at 12,6;
To 17 lb pewter at 1/3 £1,1*3; to 57 lb Ditto at 124 £2.17.0; To 16
lb old Ditto at 6d 8.0; to 1 Gallon pewter pott 5/ 12 ditto 1 1 /i pint Ditto*
one Cullender* Candle Boa and Funnel at 10.0; To a pareell of Class Ware
85/; to a Pareell of table Unnen at 30/ £1,10.0.

win
IWCR #5, WAX 1745-1752
pp. 28-29

dated! 14 February, 1745
preseated« 24 August, 1746

ESTATE 0F RALPH VICKERS

XLVII

Inventory
returned! 10 March, 1747

IWCR #5, W&l 1745-1752
pp. 94-95

to 101 lb of Pewter; to 13 Chairs; to a pareel of old Limber; To
3 fables; to 1 Bench.
Will
datedi 16 February, 1741
presentedi 14 January, 1747

IWCR #5, WAt 1745-1752
pp. 89-91
S 8T A T I

IWCR #5, W&l 1745-1752
p, 11

0F

AQUILLA WEATHBRALL

XLVIXI

, 3 £44,9,2
Appraisal
ordered; 24 June, 1745
returned; 24 February, 1743/6

to 45 lb of new pewter 61/3 to 26 lb of 01/ £4,2,3; to 1 table
and Seven Chairs 9.0; To 6 pieces of Earthen Ware 3.0; to a parsell of
Wooden Ware and one Safe 9*0; to 1 Bagg of Silver £8,13.6.

ESTATE OF RICHARD WEBB

Appraisal2 £38* IB*4
ordered* 9 February, 1149
ri€ttm<l! I June* 1749

XfCt #5, «&t 1743-1732
9f« I 8 H 8 9

old Lumber $*4$ 2 C h e s t s 5*0; 4 Dishes sad h a l f - D o s a n
18*0; 26 lb of old Foote* 16*3; 1 Dosa of Foote* S p o o n s end P i n t
P o t t 1*6| Fattell of Bottles sod Stone ware 3.9; E a r t h e n Hare 5.9; L o o k i n g
Glass* Hog sod old S k i n n e r 5*0; Table sad T a b l e Trap 3.0; $ Chairs 11*0*
Fare*! of

of

Plaits

ESTATE OF

ROBERT WEST

XfCR #5* WAX 1743*1752
pp. 428*429

L

Appraisal2 184.19.7
orderedi 6 February, 1732
returnedt 4 June, 1752

To 1 Table 1 Butter pott an Jugg 5*6; To 1 Brass Bottle and Farter
Flaggon 13*9; To 49 lb of Feirter 91/3 pr E3.1.3; To 1 Table and 1 old Chest
8,8$ To a FareelI of Wooden rare 10.0; To 1 Earthen Pitcher and Parcell of
old Books 5.6$ To a Parcel! of Glass and Earthen oars 13.0; To 1 Brass
Skinner and S old Chairs 4.0.
XfCE #3, m t 1743-1752
P P * 405-406

fill
dated; 19 September, 1751
presented; 6 February* 1752

to son Richard feat: one half Pewter
to son Ralph West* one half Pewter
ESTATE O F JOSEF! WESTO!

XfCft #5, mt 1745-1732
pp. 278-279

LI

Inventory
taken: 29 October, 1750
returned* 1 N o v e m b e r , 1750

one long Table and Form; 10 flag Chairs; two Oval Tables; 5 Drinking
Glasses; A Parcel of Earthen and stone fare; 11 Pewter Dishes; 4 Pewter
Basons; 16 Pewter flates; 16 Spoons; one square Table $ 5 Diaper Napkins; one
Tabla Cloth*
XfCR #5, mt 1745-1752
pp, 259-260

fill
dated: 24 September, 1748
presented: 6 Septamber, 1750

to daughter Mary fastout one oval table; one chest; four pewter
dishes and sir pewter plates*
to daughter Tabitha faston: one oval table; one Chest; four pevter
dishes; sin pewter plates*
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ISfA?S OF GEORGE WIGGS

mm

#5, W&I i74S~1752

L1I

inventory
returned; 12 November, 1747

pp* 82-83
Ten chairs; two Tables; fifteen Dishes; two Doso pewter plates; throw
Table Cloths; half-Dos of Napkin*; one Goto of Knives Fori*; *o«e other
Salvos; five Basons; one Tankard; throe Earthen Bowls; io«c Spoons; one
pewter pint pott; three pewter Copsj four Huggs; three WineGiasaea; erne set
of Tee tare; two pepper Bores; one Salt Seller; one Flasket•

mt 1745-1752

IHCR 15,
78-78

pp*

m u
dated! 30 July, 1747
presented; 8 October, 1747

to brother Luke Wlggs* one pottle bottle*
to cousin Elisabeth Brassy; four Dishes; one desen Hew Plates*
ESTATE OF WILLIAM WILLIAMS

IWCR #5,
p. 252

mt 1745-1752

Appraisal 5 14.5.10
ordered; 7 June, 1750
returned; 5 July,

ESTATE OF FRANCIS WILLIAMS®!

IWCR #4, WAX 1783-1745
pp* 508-509

LIII

LIV

Inventory
taken; 17 July, 1744
returned« 24 Septcaber, 1744

two Tables; $ Chairs flagged; 3 Table Cioath*; Nine Napkins; One
Napkin; 3 Mtiggs; 3 Earthen plates; two Drinking Glasses; two Salts; Eighteen
Dishesf One Tankard; 21 plates; 10 Basons; Earthen perlagerj 3 pewter
Porringers; 18 pewter Spoons; two Bread Trays; one punch Bowl*
IHCR #4, H&I 1733-1745
pp* 476-477
to
one chest;
to
to

Will
dated! 14 May, 1743
presented;22 August, 1743

wife Anns three Basons; for Dishes; six plates; twelve spoons;
one snail Table; one Tabic Cloth; three Hapklnei four Chairs*
grandson Joseph: one dish; one bason,
grand daughter Mourning; two dishes*
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estate ot m m m

wxixis

m

Appraleal i £155*7*6
orated: 4 June* 1752
taken: 1 August, 1752
returned: 6 August, 1752

XWCR #5* WAX 1745-1752
pp* 447-445

To 1 Soeeezt Motiogany Table EX.1.6; To 1 largo Ovall Table £1,12.6;
to 1 Ovall Tabla £1,1,6; To 1 Tea Table 12,6; To a fares11 of Tea ware
776#;Sla Tea Spoons 6 Tonga 12*6; To;Six barge Silver Spoons £2*10*0; To
IS old leather Chairs £1.17,0; To 1 Stinger Sox 2*6; S old flag Chairs 2,0;
To 16 Earthen flates and 2 Dishes 6 2 funeh Bools 15.0; To 2 Decanters 2
Classes and one Chief* Boole 8,0; To 1 Bean faster flates 18,0; To 11 Ditto
15.0; To f Pewter Dishes £1,7.0; To a parcell of old footer 5*0; To 1 Tea
Kettle 7,6; To a parcall of Knives and forks 7*6; To a Farcall of Earthen
and Stone vara 10*0; To a Parcall of Wooden ware 5*5; To a Parcall of banker
4.0; To a Parcall of Table btnen and I Pillow Bears II.0,0,
till
dated; 6 December, 1730
presentedi 4 dune* 1752

IWCR #5, WAX 1745-1752
pp* 450-451
ESTATE OF JOBS WIU0J*

IWCR #4, W&X 1735-1745
pp* 536-557

LVI
Appraisal*£107.1.4 1/2
ordered; 22 April* 1745
returned* 24 dona* 1745

To old Silver #5/ p Ounce £20.5.0; To Six leather Chaira 6*0; To
one old Conch 6 table 5.0j To a parcall of China £1*0*0; To two Class
Decanters 6 too Salts 6 too Classes 4*6$ To a parcall of Earthen Ware 2.6;
To a parcall of old pewter£1*10*4 1/2; To two Dos of plates £1*10*0; To
seven Do 7*0; To two Dos of Spoons 2*6; To two Dishes 6 one Salver 11*0; To
old Knives 6 Forks 1*6; To a Cradle 6 Chair 7.0; To one Tray Table 5*0; To
Table binning £2*1*0; To a Cory boy 6 eleven Bottles 5*0$ To a pail two
piggies two Bowls 6.0*
ESTATE OF JOSEPH WRXCBT

IWCR #3» W62 1745-1752
pp* 24-25

ITU

Appraisal: £121.15.5
ordaradt 25 Wevesiber, 1745
returned* 12 June, 1746

To 30 lb of pewter at 6d p lb £1*2*6$ To 47 lb of old Pewter at 6d
p lb II. 3.6 ; To 1 1/2 does of Pewter plates 616*0$ To IQ old Ditto at 6.8;
To half a Bosn leather Chairs 018*0$ To a parsell of old Chairs at 13*6; To
1 Cupboard at 10*0$ To Sonars Tables at £1*5*0$ To Earthen Ware at 4*0; To
Ditto at 8*0$ To old Silver at £3.4.0; To a Parsell of old beaker at 10*0*

APPENDIX B

DIKING EQUIPAGE AND FURNISHINGS BY ECONOMIC CROUP
After the inventories were transcribed, a series of charts
were constructed to tabulate the information by economic groups.

While

the chief function of these charts is to classify the items in the in
ventories, they also serve as an index to them.

Though

the first charts

were arranged by the material of composition, it soon became apparent
that grouping by use would be more meaningful#
In some cases, the inventory did not specify the material of
composition of an items yet the piece in question is included under pewter,
earthenware, or some other material on the chart whenever its place in the
original listing# its valuation, or other information made it quite clear
where the piece fit.

Other Items not so identified are listed under the

general term*
the four non-dining categories at the start of each series of
charts are included because of their value in determining the economic
groupings*
Because of the difficulties involved in presenting this material
in short form, several abbreviations or unusual groupings were used.
"Pci" is used whenever a "parcel” of goods was listed.

M. Deshey refers

to Melchisedec Deshey, while Mary Desheyfs name appears in full*

the

valuations have been divided, with shillings and pence not always on the
same line,

to save further space, fractions of pence have been omitted*
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mmrnm s

Total
Nrnui
Eatata

618,0*6

Batata
Excluding
Kagsroca 6
Stock

m , i i.§

Bagroaa
Ss4»

12
2

Fusmitura
Tablaa
falling
Folding

Oval

Black Wainafc
Cedar

786.12*5

f$mrn
Pin*
Old
Chois*
Cano

Usmthtiv

mwOumt#
Mm
Other Pttenitiir*

Booth '
Worn

Steel
Cabinet
Cheat
Cupboard
Trunk
Lima*
Table Cloth

Paaask
Diape?

lAl* doth
Uau
HWCwVk i&Umn
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Kaiwt
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC ESSAY

I.

Primary Sources
A* County Records
In the colony of Virginia, the mein administrative sub

division was the county#

It was at this level that most taxes were levied#

minor court suits settled, public facilities maintained# and everyday
legal business handled*

In carrying out its duties# the county court

amassed a large body of records which were copied and cared for by the
county clerk*

While the titles of the bound volumes vary from county to

county# they include wills# inventories# deeds# and orders*

In time#

through destruction by war# weather# and vermin# some of these records have
been lost.

In recent years many still extant have been microfilmed# thus

ensuring their continued and wider availability*

Many original record

books# some photostats# and all the microfilm copies are in the Archives
division# Virginia State Library.
Will and inventory books# containing the official copies
of all wills# inventories# and appraisals ordered by the court# and
returned to the office of the clerk# were the most valuable type of county
record for this study*

the Isle of Wight County Records# Wills and

Inventories# #4, 1733-1745# and #5# 1745-1752, were quite legible# and
undamaged by time# a welcome and rare discovery*
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For my purpose, order books, which record court proceedings ,
supplement the collections of wills end inventories*

the Isle of Wight

Order Book, 1746-1752, was consulted for information on county residents,
but little was found on the men whose estates were inventoried, probably
because those still living had passed their active years*

The order

books for the period prior to 1746, which would have been especially useful,
had been destroyed*
The Isle of Wight County Deed Books #2, 1704-1715, #$,
✓

1736-1741, and #6, 1741-1744, were of limited use in determining land
acreage because physical landmarks rather than strict measurements define
boundaries*

Furthermore, lands acquired by inheritance or original patent

do not usually appear in the deed books.
B.

Parish Records
The subdivision of the county was the parish which not

only concerned itself with church affairs, but, through its board of lay
leaders or Vestry, served as a charitable agency and had certain duties
in community affairs — taxation and rogation, for example*

The holding of

a church office denoted social status in the parish.
There were two parishes in Isle of Wight County at this
period, but the records of only one survive.

The Vestry Book of Newport

Parish, 1724-1772, is in the County Clerk’s office and a photostatic
copy is available at the Virginia State library*

It gives personal details

about residents and provides much Information on local relationships,
problems and responsibilities.
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C.

Letters end Diaries
While Letters end diaries ere the heat sources on the

details of daily life* and usually say something about food, they do not
mention dining furnishings and equipage.
D.

Contemporary Books of Advice to Homemakers
In the eighteenth century, as today, there were many books

of advice about home management*

these books included bills of fare (lists

of what would be available in the London markets in a particular month),
recipes, household hints, and common home remedies*

Tfhey are of particular

value to the historian in learning about the fashions of the times, for
one can assume that every housewife tried to imitate these styles as best
she could
Library inventories, Virginia Gatatte. advertisements and the
extant Virginia Gazette daybooks reveal the titles most popular in
Virginia,

these include Mrs. Glasse's The Ar£. si Cooker?■ Mgg, Plain ,a®£

Easy; . * * (7th ed., London, A* Millar, J. and E, Tonson, W. Strahan,
P. Davey and B* Law, 1760), E, Smith’s The Compleat Housewife; or Accomplished
gentlewomanVs Companion * « • (11th ed,, London, J* and H. Pemberton, 1742),
and Martha Bradley’s The British Housewife * . * <3 vols,, London, S. Crowder
and H# Woodgate, [circa 17707)*

The first Virginia cookbook, Mary Eandolph’s

The Virginia housewife; or Methodical. Cook (first edition, Washington,
Bavls and Force, 1824), features the favorite recipes of Richmond *s most
famous hostess in the 1780*s and 90*s and much of her housekeeping guidance
is recommended as traditionally "the Virginia way,”
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(London,

J. Hughes, (1750]) is a collection of diagrams for placing serving dishes
on the table In the heat London fashion, with a suggested menu for each
diagram* It clearly shows the emphasis on symmetrical settings — not
only end-to-end and slde-to-aide, but also at cross comers.

While one

might think that “regulating and forming a table'* would have included
individual place settings, this hook has nothing on that subject*
Unfortunately, there was no book published in America in
this period dealing with individual place settings, nor is there an English
footman’s guide available in American libraries.

Robert Roberts’ The,.

House Servant’s Directory- * . . (Boston, Monroe and ftaneis^ 1827) is
considerably later than the Isle of Wight Inventories, but it is based on
the '’English'1 and "French" systems of table service popular in the
eighteenth century, which were not replaced by “service a la Russe” until
the late nineteenth century.
E«

Surviving Furniture and Furnishings
Two major non-documentary primary sources of Information

on dining equipment proved useful.

The warehouse of Colonial Williamsburg’s

Division of Collections is a rich storehouse of eighteenth-century
furniture and furnishings. These items, and discussions with the staff,
were of use in determining the meaning of the terminology of the invent
ories.
The artifacts held by the Colonial Williamsburg Archaeology
Department were also quite useful in learning how items other than furniture

looked*

The staff gave willingly of its vast knowledge of the period*

While no specific archaeological work has been done in Isle of Wight
County, many pieces found in other “digs" ere similar to items In the homes
studied*
II.

Secondary Sources
The staff of the Division of Collections suggested two hooks

and a magazine article as being especially valuable for the identification
of specific items.

Both Paul H, Burroughs in his Southern Antiques

(Richmond, Garrett A Hassle Incorporated, 1031), and Helen Comstock in
“Furniture of Virginia, North Carolina, Georgia, and Kentucky,** Antiques
LXII (January, 1952), 58-99, were concerned primarily with more lavish
furniture, but one could expect the Isle of Wight furniture to follow
the basic forms they describe*

Ledlie Irwin Laughlin’s book on Pewter

in America: Its Makers and their Harks (2 vols., Boston, Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1940) was of great value in distinguishing among the many forms
of pewterware.
The books of two English authors, Charles Cooper and John
Hampson, were helpful In learning about English dining customs.

While

Sampson*s The English at Table (London, William Collins, 1944) is a
cursory examination of the subject, it does present the highlights.

Copper’s

The English Table In History and Literature -(London, 'Sampson Low, Mars ton
A Co., Ltd., n.d.) is much more extensive and should be required reading
for anyone interested in this phase of history.
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Rodris Both presents Information on Yea Drinking la 18th
Century America: Its Etiquette and Equipage In United States national
Museum;

Bulletin 225, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, 1961*

Contemporary paintings served as Roth’s basic source; they also help to
clarify many points on a custom that had Its own highly formalized
rules *
In order to put Isle of Wight in a British perspective, Francis
W. Steer’s Farm and Cottage Inventories of Mid-Essex 1635-1749 (Chelms
ford, Essex Record Office Publications, No. 8, Essex County Council,
1950) was used for comparative purposes.

Marjorie Plant in her The

Domestic life of Scotland in the Eighteenth Century (Edinburgh, University
Press, 1952) is not basically concerned with household goods, but her
book suggests contrasts and similarities between Isle of Wight and another
predominantly rural part of the British Empire,
The delightful book by Arthur M. Schlesinger on courtesy
literature, Learning How To Behave; Jk Historical Study of American Etiquette
Books (New York, Macmillan Company, 1946) should be read by everyone
interested in social history.

It la a concise guide to etiquette books,

and the author’s excerpts from, and comments on, them provide insight
into patterns of American social behavior from the time of earliest settle
ment until the 1920’s,
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